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Abstract

The management of diabetic retinopathy (DR) has evolved considerably over the past decade, with the availability of new

technologies (diagnostic and therapeutic). As such, the existing Royal College of Ophthalmologists DR Guidelines (2013)

are outdated, and to the best of our knowledge are not under revision at present. Furthermore, there are no other UK

guidelines covering all available treatments, and there seems to be significant variation around the UK in the management of

diabetic macular oedema (DMO). This manuscript provides a summary of reviews the pathogenesis of DR and DMO,

including role of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and non-VEGF cytokines, clinical grading/classification of

DMO vis a vis current terminology (of centre-involving [CI-DMO], or non-centre involving [nCI-DMO], systemic risks and

their management). The excellent UK DR Screening (DRS) service has continued to evolve and remains world-leading.

However, challenges remain, as there are significant variations in equipment used, and reproducible standards of DMO

screening nationally. The interphase between DRS and the hospital eye service can only be strengthened with further

improvements. The role of modern technology including optical coherence tomography (OCT) and wide-field imaging, and

working practices including virtual clinics and their potential in increasing clinic capacity and improving patient experiences

and outcomes are discussed. Similarly, potential roles of home monitoring in diabetic eyes in the future are explored. The

role of pharmacological (intravitreal injections [IVT] of anti-VEGFs and steroids) and laser therapies are summarised.

Generally, IVT anti-VEGF are offered as first line pharmacologic therapy. As requirements of diabetic patients in particular

patient groups may vary, including pregnant women, children, and persons with learning difficulties, it is important that DR

management is personalised in such particular patient groups. First choice therapy needs to be individualised in these cases

and may be intravitreal steroids rather than the standard choice of anti-VEGF agents. Some of these, but not all, are discussed

in this document.
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Section 1: Scope

DR is a common cause of visual loss across the world,

especially in the working-age group [1–9]. The best way of

preventing visual loss in diabetes is early detection and

treatment [4, 10, 11]. As such, the detection and treatment

of this visual threatening problem is vital. The management

of DR has evolved considerably over the past decade, with

the availability of new technologies (diagnostic and ther-

apeutic). As such, the existing Royal College of Ophthal-

mologists (RCOphth) DR Guidelines [12] (published in

2013) are outdated, and to the best of our knowledge are not

under revision at present (personal communication,

RCOphth). Furthermore, there are no other UK guidelines

covering all available treatments, and there seems to be

significant variation around the UK in the management of

DMO. Developing an up to date consensus document/

guidelines is especially necessary as contemporary man-

agement of DR generally, and DMO, in particular, involves

multidisciplinary teams, and include non-medical Ophthal-

mic HCPs. Most HCPs lack the volume of experience that

the medical retina specialist, including membership of this

DR Working Group, has.

An expert DRS service is essential to ensure the right

people are referred into the hospital service. It is known that

there are variations in equipment used for screening, e.g.

whether OCT is used or not. Referral rates from screening

into hospital clinics vary across the country (e.g. 8% Lon-

don, 2% Wales) [13]. With so many differences in screen-

ing and referrals to secondary care across the UK, it will be

difficult to produce one protocol across the UK without

consensus. The current screening programme seems to be

clogging up hospital clinics, and any help to reduce this

capacity demand will be appreciated by medical retina

specialists. Furthermore, any protocol for DMO must

include a discussion of the quality of screening. There needs

to be reproducible standards of screening nationally, with

clear intervention required at every level, as well as com-

mon access to OCT within screening programmes. It is also

suggested that the adoption of ‘virtual clinics’, where pos-

sible, would help increase capacity.

In the current pathway for DMO in the UK, there is no

agreement in terms of assessing treatment response (Fig. 1).

Definitions of response to therapies, and rationale for

switching from one therapy to the other are not uniformly

agreed upon. While it is agreed that visual acuity (VA) is a

more standardised than OCT parameters (including CRT or

central foveal thickness [CFT]), NICE assessed OCT

parameters including CRT in developing guidelines for

pharmacological treatments for DMO. NICE recommends

pharmacological therapies for DMO in eyes with CRT

>400 μm (Fig. 2). However, there is some ambiguity

regarding the exact measurements of significance. The

consensus amongst retinal specialists indicates that in DMO

the relevant CRT measurement should be taken in the

central 1 mm Early Treatment of Diabetic Retinopathy

Study (ETDRS) circle from the fovea.

NICE does not recommend licensed pharmacological

therapies for DMO in eyes with CRT <400 μm, as such

treatments although clinically effective, are not considered

cost-effective (NICE TA274; TA346; TA349) [14–16]. The

SMC uses VA criteria rather than OCT parameters [17–19].

In particular, dexamethasone implant (Ozurdex, Allergan) is

recommended only in eyes with DMO that are pseudo-

phakic, and unresponsive to other therapies. There is var-

iation in how patients with CRT <400 μm are treated across

the UK. The population of DMO eyes in pregnancy, gen-

erally, cannot be treated with anti-VEGF therapies (on

account of risk to the pregnancy and foetus). Similarly, laser

photocoagulation may sometimes be inappropriate in such

patients. Dexamethasone implant is a viable option in such

patients. There is a population with DMO coexisting with

Fig. 1 Existing UK DMO

pathway. Pathway based on

CRT and lens status. CFT

central foveal thickness; CNV

choroidal nevoascular

membrane; DMO diabetic

macular oedema; VEGF

vascular endothelial growth

factor.
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cataracts who will eventually become pseudophakic.

However, it is known that cataract surgery predisposes to,

or worsens DMO. As such, the management of diabetic

eyes with cataracts, particularly those with pre-existing

DMO is important, as the CRT can change from <400 μm to

>400 μm. Evidence from elsewhere supports treatment of

such eyes with dexamethasone implant (Ozurdex) in the

perioperative period, and best if given pre-cataract surgery

[20, 21]. Currently, some clinicians resort to IFRs in order

to treat patients with DMO and CRT <400 μm who are not

pseudophakic. However, this can be cumbersome and

challenging on account of rejection due to financial con-

straints or poor appreciation of the clinical need. Clinicians

believe that agreed national guidelines would streamline

processes for offering the best care to such patients.

Specialist opinion also agrees that symptom control is an

important aspect of assessing response in DMO (e.g. con-

sider control of diabetes, blood pressure, cholesterol).

However, as there are now so few ophthalmology nurses,

and other clinics are full, considering the patient ‘holi-

stically’ is a challenge in the eye clinic.

This Working Group was formed in order to address the

perceived variations or lack of uniformity in DMO man-

agement in the UK, after informal discussions amongst

specialists at different advisory groups, and requests from

several MR specialists. The groups include retinal specia-

lists with expertise in managing diabetic eye disease. Other

specialists including diabetologists, vitreoretinal surgeons,

and public health aspects of DR were invited to join the

group, in order to achieve a wider expertise and geographic

representation.

Here, we seek to review the existing literature on

pathophysiology, clinical features and investigation of DR,

DR screening and treatment and provide guidance to clin-

icians who manage DR in the UK and elsewhere. The

document used the existing RCOphth guidelines (2013)

[12] and European Retina Guidance (2017) [20] as the

backbone for its development and include the recommen-

dation for virtual clinics to help reduce service pressures. It

has made recommendations on currently available therapies,

including laser photocoagulation, intravitreal steroids and

anti-VEGFs, and provides definitions of optimal and sub-

optimal response to therapies.

For completeness, although our emphasis is on DMO,

the management of proliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR)

and vitreous surgery in diabetic eye disease are briefly

summarised in this document. However, in order not to

make the document overwhelming, some aspects of care for

DR patients, including Low Vision services, where recent

changes are considered minor, are excluded from this

document. That strategy does not reduce their importance.

Specific grading of evidence level is not provided for all

the recommendations. Instead, the highest evidence level

was adopted for each section. Where there is not enough

evidence, a rationale is provided for the consensus state-

ment. We have kept to the principles of the Appraisal of

Guidelines for Research & Evaluation (AGREE) [22] and

ensured that the guideline development is independent.

Sections included are:

● The epidemiology of diabetic retinopathy-related vision

loss in diabetes.
● Public health and commissioning of diabetic eye

services.
● Pathophysiology of diabetic ocular disease.
● The classification of diabetic retinopathy.
● Systemic risk management of people with diabetes and

effects on retinopathy.
● Diabetic retinopathy in children and young adults.
● Diabetic retinopathy and pregnancy.
● Diabetic retinopathy screening.
● Interface between screening and hospital eye service.

Fig. 2 Existing UK DMO ‘anti-

VEGF first-line’ pathway:

based on NICE TAs for eyes

with CFT > 400 μm. NICE The

National Institute for Health and

Care Excellence; VEGF

vascular endothelial growth

factor.
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● Virtual clinics and artificial intelligence in DMO.
● The management of DMO.
● Response to DMO therapies.
● Treatment of PDR.
● Vitrectomy in the management of diabetic retinopathy.
● Management of cataract in diabetes mellitus and diabetic

retinopathy.
● Home monitoring as a useful extension of modern tele-

ophthalmology.

Search strategy

Medline was used the Group Chair to retrieve relevant lit-

erature from the database up to 2019 and supplemented the

by individual authors of each section using search terms

relevant to the subject matter covered in each section.

Previous editions of the RCOphth guidelines (2013), and

the European Retina Guidelines (2017) were used as

reference sources. The RCOphth guidelines formed the

basis of our evidence and recommendation gradings.

Evidence is graded on three levels:

Level 1: evidence based on results of randomised con-

trolled trials (RCTs), power calculations or other recognised

means to determine the statistical validity of the conclusion.

Level 2: evidence based on results of case studies, case

series or other non-randomised prospective or retrospective

analysis of patient data.

Level 3: evidence based on expert opinion, consensus

opinion or current recognised standard of care criteria where

no formal case series analysis was available.

Recommendations for practice are based on treatment

protocols and measures which were recognised to improve

patient care and/or quality of life, and is graded on three levels:

Level A: where strength of evidence was universally

agreed.

Level B: where the probability of benefit to the patient

outweighed the risks.

Level C: where it was recognised that there was a difference

of opinion as to the likely benefit to the patient and decision to

treat would be based after discussion with the patient.

Section 2: The epidemiology of diabetic
retinopathy-related vision loss in diabetes

Diabetes is one of the largest epidemics the world is facing,

both in the developed and developing world. In 2016,

the International Diabetes Federation (IDF) published

data showing that diabetes affects 246 million people

worldwide [23]. This estimate was revised upwards in 2010

to 285 million people [24], and again in 2019, where the

IDF not only estimated that approximately 463 million

adults (aged 20–79 years) were living with diabetes, but

also projected that number would rise to 700 million by

2045 [25]. The proportion of people with type 2 diabetes is

increasing in almost every country around the world: 79%

of adults with diabetes live in low- or middle-income

countries, and a further 232 million people—equating to

half the people in the world with the disease again—are

undiagnosed [25]. An accurate picture of the global burden

of DM is hampered by the fact that very few developing

nations have national data with ‘high quality’ prevalence

surveys of diabetes mellitus; this is only available for 57%

of the world’s 221 countries and territories, and only 19%

of countries have oral glucose tolerance test-based pre-

valence data [26]. In the UK, the number of people diag-

nosed with diabetes has risen from 1.4 million in 1996 to

3.5 million [27–29] in 2015 with an estimated number in

2016 of 4.5 million [29–31] of which a further 1.1 million

likely undiagnosed [32] and an estimated projection at the

current rate of growth by 2025 of 5 million. The over-

whelming majority—90%—of people with diabetes have

type 2, 8% have type 1 with the remainder (up to 2%) are

rarer manifestations of diabetes [33].

Prevalence and incidence of DR and DMO

With the increasing prevalence of DM and increasing life-

span of people diagnosed with DM, DR is set to be the

leading global cause of vision loss in many countries [34].

Although prevalence is similar in men and women, they

vary across ethnic groups, with the highest prevalence

among Blacks and lowest among Asians, and as yet the

cause remains uncertain for these apparent ethnic variations.

Prevalence data across the globe varies [34–45] but a recent

meta-analysis of 35 population-based performed between

1980 and 2009 across four continents calculated that in

people with diabetes age between 20 and 79 years, the

overall prevalence of any DR, PDR and DMO is 35%, 7.2%

and 7.5%, respectively [46] The prevalence of DR, PDR

and DMO were all considerably higher in individuals with

type 1 diabetes as opposed to type 2 diabetes: (77%, 32%

and 14% vs 32%, 3 and 6%)—and this was independent of

the duration diabetes. However, the longer the duration of

disease, the higher the prevalence of DR—from 20% in

those with a diabetes duration of fewer than 10 years, to

76% in those with two decades or more disease duration.

There is a scarcity of data on the incidence and progression

of DR and DMO. The Wisconsin Epidemiologic Study of

Diabetic Retinopathy (WESDR) reported the overall 10-year

incidence of retinopathy was 74% amongst those with reti-

nopathy at baseline of which 64% developed more severe

4 W. M. Amoaku et al.



retinopathy and 17% had progressed to PDR [47]. During the

same time period, about 20% of type 1 DM and 14-25% of

type 2 DM had developed DMO [1]. At the 25 year follow-up,

97% developed retinopathy with 42% developing PDR and

17% visually significant DMO [48, 49]. In the UK, the diabetic

screening programme showed the 5-year cumulative incidence

in type 2 DM of any DR was 36%, PDR 0.7% and DMO

0.6% approximately doubling at the 10-year time point to

66%, 1.5%, and 1.2% respectively [50].

The incidence and progression of DR and DMO can be

seen to be related to a variety of risk factors, in particular

control of the DM. The Diabetes Control and Complications

Trials (DCCT) [51–53] showed in type 1 DM that intensive

therapy reduced risk for development of DR, slowed the

progression of DR and reduced the risk of development of

severe non-proliferative DR (SNPDR) and PDR. Similarly,

the United Kingdom Prospective Diabetes Study (UKPDS)

[54–58] in type 2 DM showed the intensive controlled

intensive control of blood glucose reduced the risk micro-

vascular end-points including the risk for retinal photo-

coagulation. A systematic review [59] showed that since

1985, rates of prevalence and incidence have been pro-

gressively improving, with an increased awareness of reti-

nopathy risk factors, earlier identification and initiation of

care for patients with retinopathy as well as improved

medical management of glucose, blood pressure

[1, 48, 57, 60–66], and serum lipids [67–69], likely to have

led to this reduced rate of incidence and progression.

Section 3: Public health and commissioning
of diabetic eye services

Today, the global prevalence of diabetes is so high, it can

accurately be described as a pandemic [70], and the pre-

valence of diabetes is set to double in the next 20 years. The

need to tackle these epidemic proportions of diabetes now

and in the future has spurred considerable efforts into better

understanding this disease in order to better plan healthcare

interventions in the future [33].

The investment in skills and resources for diabetes care has

never been as important. In terms of UK healthcare spending,

diabetes is costly. The latest NHS spending figures from

2019 show that £14 billion is spent on the management of

diabetes and its complications—an amount that comprises

10% of the NHS budget for England and Wales, and equates

to £25,000 spent per minute on diabetes [33]. The cost of

diabetes should be considered not only in terms of detection,

treatment and management of complications in healthcare

terms as it also extends to absenteeism, early retirement and

social benefits in macroeconomic terms [33].

The Diabetic Eye Screening service, along with other

screening programmes in the UK are the responsibility of

Public Health England (PHE) and the UK National

Screening Committee (NSC). The NSC advises ministers

in the NHS of the four UK countries about all aspects of

population screening and supports the implementation of

screening programmes [71]. The NSC looks at changes to

screening such as quality standards, screening intervals,

strategies to address non-attendance, review of IT systems,

development of new screening programmes and improv-

ing access. The four countries of the United Kingdom

were the first in the world to develop systematic national

screening programmes for DR [72]. Prior to its introduc-

tion, services varied widely throughout the country. The

NSC is independent of the National Institute for Clinical

Excellence (NICE), as a screening service applies a test to

ostensibly ‘healthy’ people as well as potentially ‘ill’

people. Management and governance of the service are

under close scrutiny by PHE as the programmes contain

large amounts of data and information. The challenges to

the diabetic eye screening programme include cohort

management (which is now automated in the GP2DRS

screening programme), implementing failsafes and

reporting software issues.

In the development of the screening service, the National

Service Framework was focused on improving the quality

of care for people with diabetes. It introduced targets in

improvement, expansion and reform, and put in place reg-

isters and education. At the time the primary care trusts

were responsible for delivering these standards [73].

By 2008 local retinal screening programmes covered the

whole country, and since then have evolved to their current

format. DR screening represents a small fraction of the

money spent on diabetes care [33].

New commissioning structures moved screening services

including retinal screening to the Clinical Commissioning

Groups (CCG) in 2013. New grading criteria and a new

common pathway were also rolled out [72]. The CCG,

therefore, commissions both the screening services and

treatment centres for diabetes.

In the UK, a comparison of the rates of registration for

vision impairment has reduced in 1999–2000 compared to

2009–2010, so diabetes is no longer the leading cause of

registration, having been overtaken by inherited retinal

disease [74]. This is a clear indicator of the success of the

retinal screening programmes in the UK.

In secondary care, the Ophthalmology department has

the highest rate of attendance of all outpatient departments

in the NHS, with 7.8 million attendances [75]. Develop-

ments in the management of the complications of diabetic

eye diseases like DMO and PDR have improved patients’

outcomes. However, the price of new advanced imaging

equipment, as well as the expense of new therapies have

contributed to the increasing cost of managing diabetic eye

disease in hospitals.

Diabetic retinopathy and diabetic macular oedema pathways and management: UK Consensus Working Group 5



The coordinated care for patients becomes even more

important for patients as they attend numerous appoint-

ments both in the community and in the hospitals to manage

their complex condition [70].

There are new developments in the management of

diabetes complications in all the subspecialties from medi-

cations to surgical options and HCP should be broadly

aware of these when they are managing their patients [70].

The focus on diabetes eye care should be between pre-

vention, early detection of complications and then mana-

ging complications. Rehabilitation and support services and

long-term care of patients who are blind should also be

taken into account when considering funding.

Section 4: Pathophysiology of diabetic
ocular disease

Diabetes can affect any tissue in the eye, and typically, the

ocular surface (i.e. the cornea and conjunctiva), lens, and

retina are affected. Diabetic neuropathy is a common sys-

temic sequelae of diabetes, and the eye is not immune from

this: diabetics typically experience a progressive reduction

of corneal sensitivity associated with increasing corneal

nerve degeneration, and the neuropathy can also affect the

oculomotor and optic nerves [76–82].

DR is the most common complication of diabetes [46].

DR is a microvascular disease, the presence of which is

most closely related to the duration of diabetes [83, 84], but

is heavily influenced by poor diabetes control (hypergly-

caemia) [58, 85] and the associated cardiovascular comor-

bidities of hypertension [57], hyperlipidaemia [86], renal

disease and smoking [3, 87, 88]. Genetic factors are thought

to play a significant role in the development of DR [89, 90],

although this is not as well-defined as it is in age-related

macular degeneration.

How diabetes can affect the blood-retinal barrier

The normal retinal vascular system is designed to prevent

leakage of fluid into retinal tissue, protecting the retina from

excess fluid ingress (and some potentially harmful mole-

cules circulating in the blood). This is achieved by the inner

blood-retinal barrier (BRB), formed by the tight junctions

between the single layer of tightly adherent endothelial cells

(ECs), their basal lamina, and surrounding pericytes,

astrocytes and microglia. Fluid flow from these retinal

blood vessels is regulated by two main mechanisms: one

involving the opening and closing of inter-endothelial tight

junctions (the paracellular pathway), and the second invol-

ving the transport vesicles that travel through the ECs the

(transcellular pathway). Diabetes and hyperglycaemia have

significant metabolic effects on the cells of the retinal vas-

culature, as the glucose concentration in these cells reflects

that in the blood and tissue fluid. Molecular alterations

(summarised below) occur within the retinal vascular ECs

and pericytes that result in increased vascular leakage

(increased permeability), vascular occlusions, ischaemia,

and subsequently angiogenesis if the ischaemia is sub-

stantial [3, 87, 88]. These changes manifest clinically

as DR.

Recent studies have reported that changes occur in other

retinal cells resulting in diabetic retinal neurodegeneration

(DRN). However, unlike DR, this neurodegeneration is not

clinically detectable [91], and consists of progressive inner

retinal neuronal changes, which occur before clinically

visible retinal microvascular abnormalities [46, 92–96].

Several investigators have reported that they have observed

DRN on OCT images [97–103].

Retinal vascular abnormalities in diabetes (i.e. clinical

DR) are well understood and have recognisable features and

clinical stages [83, 84]. These mechanisms lead to a

breakdown of the BRB which results in an increased per-

meability if the retinal vasculature, as summarised by

Klaassen et al. [91]. This breakdown is what results in

DMO. The increased IRF leads to progressive retinal dys-

function, and if left untreated, will result in permanent

visual loss [91]. Until recently, there was a paucity of data

on the contribution of the choroid to the clinical manifes-

tations of diabetic eye disease, probably because of the

inability to adequately visualise the choroid in vivo. The

little information previously available suggested that dia-

betic choroidopathy occurs in the late stages of diabetic eye

disease, and the largest contribution to this is likely to be

choroidal EC alterations [104–107]. Recently, Vujosevic

et al. [108] reported that peripapillary choroidal thickness

was reduced in a manner that parallels the development and

evolution of clinical DR. The presence of DMO did not

seem to influence the changes in choroidal thickness.

Yagzan et al. [109], on the contrary, suggest that choroidal

thickness increases before the onset of clinical DR.

Kim et al. [110] reported that a subfoveal choroidal

thickness increases as the severity of retinopathy worsens,

that eyes with DMO have the thickest subfoveal choroid,

and that choroidal thickness thins after PRP. However, the

choroidal vascular index is significantly reduced as DR

severity increases, and eyes with DMO have comparable

choroidal vascular indices to those without it [111]. Simi-

larly, Wang et al., [112] found increased DR severity

reduced choroidal vascular density. These findings suggest

that choroidal vascular index and thickness are different and

that the vascular index is a more appropriate and accurate

measurement in diabetic choroidopathy [111]. Rewbury

et al. [113] suggested that SFCT increases with DR severity,
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but this association did not hold in the presence of DMO.

Adhi et al. [114], reported that SFCT was significantly

reduced in eyes with moderate and severe DR, and that the

medium-sized vascular layer and choriocapillaris were sig-

nificantly reduced in eyes with PDR and DMO.

Diabetic maculopathy can be ischaemic (due to perifo-

veal capillary closure), exudative or oedematous (again due

to perifoveal capillary closure) in origin, and can occur at

any stage of DR, but is more commonly seen in eyes with

more advanced stages of DR including NPDR or PDR, and

is influenced by higher baseline HbA1c and systolic blood

pressure [48]. DMO is characterised by vascular leakage

through both endothelial transcellular and paracellular

routes, and this clinically manifests as tissue oedema and

the deposition of exudates in the macula, which can be

confirmed and quantified with FFA and/or OCT. DMO is

responsible for significant visual impairment in diabetic

patients [1–3, 46, 115].

Several morphological and biochemical changes are

known to occur in DR. These changes, which are inter-

linked and modified by genetic factors, underpin the

pathogenesis of DR.

Morphological changes in DMO

No retinal cell type is exempt from the damaging effects of

hyperglycaemia in diabetes. Retinal capillary ECs become

leaky (see above), retinal EC proliferation reduces while

death rates through apoptosis increase (although this may

take some time to be noticeable to the patient) [116, 117].

Similarly, there is increased pericyte loss (through apopto-

sis) and dysfunction [91, 118, 119]. The mechanism

underlying pericyte apoptosis remains unclear, but has been

attributed to the accumulation of stable advanced glycation

end products, which are abundantly found in hyperglycae-

mia [3, 91]. There is thickening of the basement membrane

(basal lamina) surrounding the retinal vascular ECs and

pericytes, and the ECs may become thinner (as reviewed by

Klassen) [91].

An early event in the pathogenesis of diabetic vascu-

lopathy is leucocyte adherence to retinal vascular endo-

thelium, resulting in EC death, vascular leakage, and

capillary closure [120]. After a period of time, the ongoing

cell loss results in acellular capillaries and microaneurysm

formation. Occlusion of retinal capillaries and arterioles

lead to retinal ischaemia and hypoxia which, depending on

the severity, may progress to retinal neovascularisation

[121–123]. Finally, retinal astrocytes are affected. Nor-

mally these cells help to improve barrier properties by

inducing the production of tight junction proteins, but

hyperglycaemia leads to significant loss of retinal astro-

cytes/glial cells, thereby contributing the DMO phenotype

[91].

Molecular changes in DMO

The molecular changes in DMO are primarily a con-

sequence of the overproduction of reactive oxygen species

(ROS) in cellular mitochondria, leading to oxidative stress

and tissue damage, which occur through several major

mechanisms (reviewed in Amoaku et al, 2015) [124], some

which are still not completely understood. It is thought that

ROS, including peroxynitrite and methylglyoxal, lead to

increased poly-ADP ribose polymerase (PARP) activation

in the cytosols and nuclei of the retinal vascular ECs, setting

up a cycle that results in reduction of glyceraldehyde 3-

phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) in the cells, with

subsequent changes that manifest as the clinical changes of

DR (as reviewed by Klaasen [91]).

Hyperglycaemia leads to protein kinase C (PKC) isoform

activation, overactivity of the hexamine pathway, an

increased flux of glucose and other sugars through the

polyol pathway, and an increased intracellular formation of

advanced glycation products (AGEs) and increased receptor

for AGEs (RAGE) expression [125]. Other pathways

include the renin-angiotensin, and peroxisome proliferator-

activated receptor gamma (PPAR-γ; also known as the

glitazone receptor) pathways. This ROS increase leads to

inflammation through the generation of IL-1, IL-6, IL-8,

MCP-1, iNOS, IP-10, MMPs (especially MMP9), C5-9, and

TNF-α [91]. In addition, endothelial adhesion molecules

such as ICAM-1 (CD54) or E-Selectin (CD62E) [126–128]

VCAM-1 (CD106) [129] and PECAM (CD31) are upre-

gulated in ECs.

An early event in the pathogenesis of diabetic vasculo-

pathy is leucocyte adherence to retinal vascular endothe-

lium, resulting in EC death, vascular leakage, and capillary

closure [120, 130–134]. The ROS directly affect the retinal

neurovascular unit leading to an increased breakdown of the

BRB. ROS significantly increase VEGF levels, which in

turn increases retinal EC permeability through tight junction

alterations. Similarly, the increased ROS levels lead to

increased angiopoietin 2, reduced platelet-derived growth

factor (PDGF), and reduced VE-Cadherin levels, which

together result in pericyte loss [135]. Reduced EC pro-

liferation and increased apoptosis also result from increased

ROS generation.

Recent evidence confirms that DMO is not solely due to

increased VEGF levels [136], and that VEGF-independent

inflammatory pathways are important in the pathogenesis of

DR [91, 120, 134, 137–141]. Roh et al. [142] showed that

IL-6, IL-8, VEGF, and MCP-1 were significantly

elevated in aqueous humour in eyes with clinically sig-

nificant macular oedema (CSMO), and that elevation of

these cytokines (IL-6, IL-8, and MCP-1) occurred

with recurrences of CSMO after intravitreal injections

of bevacizumab. Similarly, Funk et al. [143], and

Diabetic retinopathy and diabetic macular oedema pathways and management: UK Consensus Working Group 7



Sohn et al. [144], reported that IL-8, IP-10, MCP-1, and

VEGF are significantly higher in the aqueous humour of

DMO group than in controls, and that IL-6, IP-10, MCP-1,

PDGF-AA, and VEGF were significantly decreased in eyes

treated with intravitreal injections of triamcinolone

(although only VEGF was reduced in the intravitreal

bevacizumab-treated group). Funatsu et al. [145–147]

reported a significant increase in vitreous ICAM-1 in eyes

with DMO, as well as increased vitreous IL-6 and VEGF in

DR, increased vitreous VEGF, and angiotensin II. Fur-

thermore, VEGF’s effects on EC permeability are linked to

angiopoietins [148, 149]. Angiopoietins (Ang) 1 and 2 are

cytokines that regulate vascular function through their EC

receptor, Tie2 [150, 151]. Ang2 [152] and Tie2 [153] are

expressed by EC and levels are increased in response to

inflammation and hypoxia, while Ang1 expression is often

associated with mural cells and glia in induction and

maintenance of the blood-retinal and blood-brain barriers.

Ang2 leads to destabilisation [154] and is reportedly

increased in high glucose and diabetic vascular dysfunction

[155]. Ang2 levels are elevated in eyes with clinically sig-

nificant DMO [156–158], as well as proliferative DR (PDR)

[159, 160] and is thought to induce loss of vascular endo-

thelial (VE)-cadherin through phosphorylation [135].

Stewart et al., [161] reported that high glucose levels

resulted in the reduction of Ang1 secretion from human

retinal vascular ECs in vitro, although Ang2 levels were

consistently high. In vitro, dexamethasone was found to

increase Ang1 and decrease Ang2 expression, indicating

that the balance of Ang1/Ang2 may be important in deter-

mining functional changes in retinal vascular ECs under

high glucose conditions [161]. As such, a rationale exists

for targeting Ang2 in the treatment of DMO. The kallikrein-

kinin system (KKS) has been shown to be dysregulated in

DR [140, 162–164]. Kita et al., [140] have shown that

VEGF and KKS contribute independently to DMO, and that

increases in the KKS protein levels correlate better with

severity of DMO than VEGF. Furthermore, injection of

KKS proteins increases retinal oedema in animals with

experimentally induced diabetes [162–164].

Proliferative DR

Proliferative retinopathy in diabetes manifests as retinal and

optic disc neovascularisation. It occurs in the later stages of

DR, secondary to microvascular occlusions and ischaemia.

Retinal ischaemia in PDR was described several years ago

by Wise in 1956 [165] and others, although the molecular

mechanisms were unknown at the time; Ashton famously

described ‘Factor X’ as the molecule that drove retinal

neovascularisation [166]. Generally, diabetes leads to

reduced cellular proliferation [161, 167, 168] and EC dys-

function, leading to defective angiogenesis [168, 169].

Several pro-angiogenic cytokines including insulin-like

growth factor I (IGF-1), hepatocyte growth factor (HGF),

basic fibroblast growth factor (b-FGF), PDGF, pro-

inflammatory cytokines and angiopoietins, have been

described as being involved in the pathogenesis of PDR,

although VEGF is accepted as the most significant cytokine

in driving PDR [170–173].

Anti-angiogenic factors including pigment epithelium-

derived factor (PEDF), transforming growth factor-beta

(TGF-β), thrombospondin (TSP) and somatostatin are syn-

thesised locally within the retina [174–176]. Similarly,

levels of several other pro-angiogenic cytokines are

increased in the vitreous in eyes with PDR [177, 178],

similar to the findings in DMO described above, so the

rationale for anti-VEGF therapy in the treatment of PDR is

therefore well established. A recent study by Klaassen et al.

[177], showed that a network of cytokines was increased in

the vitreous in PDR eyes, which included ‘neuregulin 1

(NRG1), nerve growth factor receptor (NGFR), placental

growth factor (PlGF) and PDGF. Angiopoietin-2 (Ang2)

concentration was strongly correlated to the degree of

fibrosis, while PDGF was found to be extensively co-

regulated with thrombospondin-1 and Ang2. Analysis of

fibrovascular tissue derived from these PDR eyes showed

mRNA levels of glial-derived and brain/derived neuro-

trophic factor (GDNF and BDNF) were elevated in the PDR

membranes’ [177].

Section 5: The classification of diabetic
retinopathy

DR is essentially, but not exclusively, a microvascular

disease. The clinical features and classification of DR have

been described in detail in other publications [179], so here

we summarise existing DR classifications and discuss the

role of newer imaging modalities in the assessment and

classification of DR. The classification of DR is important

in order to identify individuals’ risk of imminent visual

impairment (e.g. clinically significant DMO, new vessel

formation), as well as progression to sight-threatening DR,

thereby assisting in the development of a management plan

for an individual patient.

The features of nonproliferative DR (NPDR) are

described in Table 1, with the earliest being the develop-

ment of microaneurysms (MAs), which are localised sac-

cular outpouchings of the retinal capillary wall. Table 2

describes the classification of the grades of NPDR, which

were developed based on the clinical features present and

FFA, prior to the development of OCT [179].

OCT is now a very important imaging modality for the

assessment of DMO, although imaging technology con-

tinues to advance at a rapid pace, with the advent of OCT

8 W. M. Amoaku et al.



angiography (OCT-A) and widefield FFA systems, which

are now available in many hospital eye units. Widefield

OCT-A imaging (where multiple OCT-A images are used to

form a montage) has recently been developed, but is not in

widespread use yet

PDR describes how the retina responds to extensive

capillary closure—with angiogenesis. Angiogenesis occurs

at the interface of perfused and non-perfused retina and

occur either as ‘new vessels on the disc’ (NVD) or ‘new

vessels elsewhere’ in the retina (NVE). NVD typically

develop from venous circulation on either the disc or within

1-disc diameter (DD) of the disc. NVE typically form out-

side 1 DD from the disc. If macular ischaemia is wide-

spread, it may add to the formation of NVD. NVE can

sometimes be mistaken intraretinal microvascular anomalies

(IRMA). IRMAs can be distinguished as occurring within

regions of capillary occlusion, and typically occur within or

flat on the retinal surface. They do not form fine loops. New

vessels typically form in the border region between regions

of capillary occlusion and healthy retinas [180].

Clinical assessment of diabetic maculopathy

DMO represents an accumulation of fluid within the macula

area, due to breakdown of the blood retinal barrier (BRB),

and may manifest as diffuse capillary leakage, or focal

leakage from dilated capillaries or MAs. Intracellular (and

extracellular) oedema may also occur due to retinal

ischaemia. OCT is now in widespread use for the diagnosis,

evaluation and monitoring of DMO. Spectral domain (SD-

OCT) and swept-source (SS-OCT) have replaced the earlier

time-domain OCT (TD-OCT) machines and are faster and

provide much greater detailed information. OCT has the

ability to provide information on CRT as well as distinct

morphological features of the oedema. Additionally, it can

show persistent morphological changes after DMO treat-

ment. Most patients with DR attending the hospital eye

service would now have an OCT examination at each visit

as part of their routine clinical examination. The commer-

cially available software from different OCT machines may

give different readings of retinal thickness in the same

patient, as different OCT manufacturers use different

algorithms.

Several features of DMO can only be seen on OCT

examination. As such, the descriptions of DMO have

changed since the advent of OCT. Morphological signs of

DMO may include subretinal fluid (SRF), which refers to

‘non-reflective spaces between the neurosensory retina and

the retinal pigment epithelium, and intraretinal fluid (IRF)

or cyst (IRC) which are minimally reflective round or oval

spaces within the neurosensory retina’ [20]. Additional

features are disorganisation of inner retinal layers (DRIL),

other alterations to retinal integrity include changes to theT
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inner and outer photoreceptor segments line and external

limiting membrane (ELM), MA, exudates/hyperreflective

foci, changes in choroidal thickness, and the status of the

vitreomacular interface including epiretinal membranes.

Disruption of the inner retinal layers, and/or photoreceptor

disruption, and/or a thin subfoveal choroid at baseline may

be poor prognostic factors for a treatment response

[181, 182]. OCT is the most useful imaging modality for the

evaluation and monitoring of individual treatment response

to anti-VEGF treatment [183].

FFA remains the gold standard in assessing DMO prior

to considering treatment and is still the only imaging

modality that can detect vascular leakage. FFAs also show

areas of capillary non-perfusion and enlargement of the

FAZ and may be used in combination with OCT exam-

ination. These extra features could have a prognostic sig-

nificance on any likely response to treatment. There is no

consensus on whether FFA should be used in all cases of

DMO prior to initiating treatment, but it would be a very

important test prior to considering macular laser treatment

in order to help determine exactly where to place the

laser spots.

In the future, OCT-A would become important in

assessing DMO, as it is better at demonstrating the different

retinal/macular capillary layers, which are not individually

visualised on FFA. OCT-A can determine areas of capillary

non-perfusion and can demonstrate capillary dropout in the

deep capillary plexus, something that is not shown with

FFA. It very useful in assessing patients with DR and

reduced vision without central oedema, as it may show

capillary non-perfusion as the cause of reduced vision,

potentially avoiding the need for FFA in that scenario.

However, image artefacts can occur, and the presence of

significant cystic changes can also make interpretation dif-

ficult. MA may not show up on OCT-A, even if they are

perfused (and leak on fluorescein angiography), although

improvements in software may help in this regard in the

future. With the advent of OCT-A, it may, therefore, be

reasonable to reserve FFA for assessing DMO cases where

macular laser is being considered, or if inadequate OCT-A

images are obtained. Most OCT-A equipment in current UK

clinical practice does not permit imaging of the far retinal

periphery, which is an additional advantage of FFA, but

widefield OCT-A will mitigate this limitation when it

becomes available for regular use around the UK.

Fundus autofluorescence

The role of fundus autofluorescence (FAF) in DR and DMO

is still not fully clear, as FAF is a form of functional ima-

ging which provides insights into the metabolic activity of

the retinal pigment, rather than just a purely a method of

visualising retinal anatomy [20].

The role of FAF may be defined by its ability to asses-

sing the health of the underlying retinal pigment epithelium,

and by inference, the health of the adjacent photoreceptor,

meaning that it could be useful in judging the visual

potential of patients with long-standing DMO. In healthy

eyes, autofluorescence signals are almost absent at the optic

disc and gradually increased centrifugally with a peak at

fovea. Two patterns of FAF abnormalities have been

described in centre-involving DMO: a ‘mosaic’ pattern

consisting of granular or patchy hyper- and hypo-

autofluorescence at the fovea, and ‘cystoid’ pattern where

the cystoid spaces are outlined. Both the mosaic and cystoid

patterns are associated with worse VA and thicker central

subfield thickness on OCT [184]. Although auto-

fluorescence can identify areas of the cysts with cystoid

macular oedema (CMO), it is unlikely to replace the role of

OCT. FAF is reported to increase with time in eyes treated

with ‘barely visible laser photocoagulation’ [185]. How-

ever, such changes in subthreshold laser photocoagulation

may not be very obvious [186, 187]. Its role in laser re-

treatment decision making requires further elucidation,

especially in subthreshold laser therapy.

Summary

● OCT should be routinely used in the clinical assessment

of patients with DR and maculopathy.
● FFA should be considered on a case-by-case basis prior

to macular laser treatment especially where the source of

the leakage is not obvious, or the reduction in VA

cannot be explained by the degree of clinically obvious

maculopathy.
● OCT-A is useful to determine areas of capillary non-

perfusion and demonstrate capillary drop out especially

in the deep capillary plexus avoiding the need for FFA.
● Autofluorescence may have a role in laser retreatment of

DMO, particularly with subthreshold laser or barely

visible laser treatment where burns may not be clinically

discernible yet easily apparent with autofluorescence

[185–187].

Clinical assessment for PDR

Most NVE and NVD will be detected on careful clinical

examination and are usually clearly visible on FFA. OCT

examination can also be very helpful to determine if NV are

present (at the posterior pole, where such imaging is pos-

sible) in doubtful cases by the presence of pre-retinal

hyperreflective material [188]. OCT-A can also be very

helpful in assessing areas of capillary non-perfusion and

show flow within the new vessels. OCT-A may also be

useful in determining the response of NV to treatment in
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terms of monitoring changes in flow. The advent of wide-

field OCT-A is likely to prove additionally helpful here.

Widefield FFA is extremely useful in detecting areas of

ischaemia, as well as detecting new vessels, but it can

sometimes be difficult to distinguish very early new vessels

from other sources of leakage and the use of structural OCT

over the area in question in addition to the FFA can be

helpful in these circumstances. Widefield FFA is also very

helpful in guiding PRP treatment to the areas of capillary

non-perfusion.

Summary

● Most NVs are detectable on careful clinical examination

but FFA, structural OCT and OCT-A can be very

helpful in cases where there is uncertainty.
● Widefield FFA is very helpful in planning PRP

treatment by clearly showing the areas of capillary

nonperfusion that may not be obvious on clinical

examination or are likely to be missed on a standard

multi-field FFA.

Section 6: Systemic risk management of
people with diabetes and effects on
retinopathy

To recap, diabetes is associated with increased incidence

of microvascular (retinopathy, nephropathy and neuro-

pathy) and macrovascular complications (heart disease,

strokes and peripheral vascular disease), mortality and this

imposes an increased economic burden to healthcare sys-

tems [189]. Effective management has led to collaborative

diabetes care models between primary and specialist care

with multidisciplinary teams being implemented globally.

In many developed countries, over 90% of people with

diabetes are managed in primary care [190]. Primary care

is therefore well placed to screen for microvascular com-

plications in people with diabetes. Overall, 12–19% of

people with type 2 diabetes will have DR at diagnosis,

with around 4% developing proliferative DR (PDR) after

20 years or more [54, 191, 192]. In most regions of the

UK, DR screening is shared by the NHS DESP and pri-

mary care, with the overall uptake rate for screening being

around 80% [193].

The risk factors for developing DR can include both

modifiable (hyperglycaemia, hypertension, hyperlipidaemia

and obesity) and non‐modifiable (duration of diabetes,

puberty and pregnancy) factors [194]. Two landmark trials,

The Diabetes Control and Complications Trial (DCCT in

type 1 diabetes) [52] and UKPDS (in type 2 diabetes) [58]

showed that tight glycaemic control (as measured by

HbA1c level assessment) leads to a reduced risk of devel-

oping DR and its progression. Systematic review evidence

suggests that intensive glycaemic control leads to a 20%

reduction in risk of retinopathy (HR 0.80, 95% confidence

interval [CI] 0.67–0.94) [195]. In people with type 2 dia-

betes, reductions in blood pressure is associated with 13%

reduced risk of retinopathy (RR, 0.87; 95% CI 0.76–0.99)

[196]. Furthermore, recent systematic evidence shows that

renin-angiotensin system inhibitors reduce the risk of DR

and the possibility of improving DR regression [197]. The

Action to Control Cardiovascular Risk in Diabetes

(ACCORD) Eye Study showed that in people with type 2

diabetes who also received fenofibrate and simvastatin

treatment was associated with less progression of DR

(progression of three or more steps in the ETDRS scale) at 4

years compared to placebo (OR 0.60; 95% CI 0.42–0.87).

However, these benefits were not sustained at 4 year follow-

up [198]. Furthermore, the Fenofibrate Intervention and

Event Lowering in Diabetes (FIELD) study showed that in

participants who received fenofibrate, there was a sig-

nificant reduction in the need for laser therapy at 5 years for

either DMO or PDR compared to placebo (HR 0.69; 95%

CI 0.56–0.84)[199]. In addition, in people with DR, lipid-

lowering agents have beneficial effects in progression of DR

(OR= 0.77; 95% CI 0.62–0.96) and possibly reduce the

risk of development of DMO (OR= 0.60; 95% CI

0.34–1.08) [200]. Primary care management of diabetes has

resulted in overall improvements in retinopathy over the

years. One key reason for this has been due to substantial

improvements in risk factor (glycaemic, blood pressure and

lipid control) management in primary care since the intro-

duction of the Quality and Outcome Framework in the UK

[201]. In view of variable uptake rates for DR screening,

collaborative working, communication and coordination

between general practitioners, specialist care and the oph-

thalmologists should be encouraged to reduce variations in

retinopathy screening rates.

Recommendation

Systemic control of diabetes needs to be actively reviewed

in patients with DR in order to modify progression. (Level

1, A) However, response to anti-VEGF therapies may not

correlate directly with HbA1c levels.

Section 7: Diabetic retinopathy in children
and young adults

DR, although a common complication in type 1 and type 2

diabetes, is rarely observed in children and young adults,
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and this has been attributed to the fact that several years are

required from the onset of diabetes to the development of

clinically significant retinal changes [202]. A retrospective

analysis of 143 patients aged 12 years or younger, who

attended diabetic eye screening for the first time in a Bir-

mingham DR screening programme, identified only 12

patients (8.4%) with DR (mild DR without diabetic macu-

lopathy); no patient was identified with sight-threatening

DR at the initial assessment [202].

The current population eligible for DR screening in the

UK includes all persons diagnosed with diabetes (type 1 or

type 2) aged 12 years and over [203]. In the UK, the

recommendation is to commence photographic screening in

diabetic patients from the age of 12, and this is supported by

a large study that reviewed data from 2125 children, aged

12 to 13 years at first screening, recruited from all four UK

Nations (England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland)

[204]. The study identified that in children diagnosed with

diabetes under the age of 2 years, 20.1% had signs of any

retinopathy, compared with 6.3% of those diagnosed at the

age of 10 years. However, only three children (0.14%) were

identified as having referable DR at their first screening.

Follow-up data was available for 1703 children, with 25

children (1.5%) graded as having referable retinopathy, with

only three of whom (0.17%) graded as having PDR [204].

The median time from baseline screening to sight-

threatening DR was 3.1 years [204].

Unfortunately, there is no literature detailing the treat-

ment of DR in the paediatric population, given that all

clinical trials for DR recruited subjects older than 18 years

of age. However, it seems reasonable to consider focal or

panretinal laser photocoagulation to treat DR for the same

indications as in adult patients. However, the safety and

efficacy of intravitreal anti-VEGF therapies in children

and adolescents with DMO has not been established for

ranibizumab (Lucentis, Novartis/Genentech) or Eylea

(Bayer/Regeneron). Nevertheless, there is some limited

data on the use of ranibizumab in adolescent patients

between the ages of 12 to 17 for the treatment of choroidal

neovascularisation, which showed that with Lucentis was

well tolerated in this group [205]. Given the cataracto-

genic effects of intravitreal steroids, there is no relevant

use of intravitreal steroids in the paediatric population

affected by DR to date.

Evidence level: 2

Recommendation: Treatments for DR in the young and

adolescent diabetics should be individually tailored, using

evidence from treatments in adults, as there is limited RCT

data to guide treatment decisions in this patient group.

Recommendation: Level B.

Section 8: Diabetic retinopathy and
pregnancy

The prevalence of DM worldwide is increasing—as is the

number of pregnant women with DM. There are two rea-

sons for this: a general trend for increasing gestational age,

combined with a younger age of onset of type 2 DM

(T2DM). Indeed, DM is estimated to affect 17% of preg-

nancies worldwide [206]. The vast majority of these women

have gestational DM and fortunately, gestational DM is not

associated with an increased risk of developing DR during

pregnancy. However, a smaller proportion of pregnant

women have undiagnosed T2DM, and this subgroup may

develop DR during or after pregnancy. The prevalence of

DR in early pregnancy in T2DM is estimated at 14% [207]

and a wide range has been reported in type 1 DM (T1DM):

between 34 and 72% [208–216].

Few studies have investigated DR in pregnancy; some

involved women with only T1DM or T2DM, and a low

level of evidence underlies most findings. This reflects the

relative rarity of women requiring treatment in pregnancy

and the inherent difficulties of studies in pregnancy, both

logistically and ethically. Nevertheless, there are some good

practice points that these studies have established that can

be used to guide a management pathway.

There are well-recognised risk factors for the progression

of disease in the general diabetic population, but pregnancy

is certainly an independent risk factor [211, 217]. Progres-

sion occurs at approximately double the rate compared to

the non-pregnant population [218]. In the DCCT, 180

women became pregnant, and the odds ratio of progression

were 2.48 in the conventionally treated and 1.63 in inten-

sively treated groups [217].

The following factors have been implicated in the pro-

gression of disease in pregnancy:

Duration of DM

This is a strong association for durations of T1DM of less

than 10 years, DR remained stable, but 10% of women with

a 10–19-year disease duration experienced DR progression

[213, 214]. The Diabetes in Early Pregnancy (DIEP) Study

found that diabetes duration was particularly important in

predicting the progression of PDR (R3); of those with DM

of more than 15 years’ duration, 38% progressed to R3,

compared with 18% with a disease duration of 15 years or

less [209]. Duration is also a risk factor in T2DM—14% of

women with an average of 6.7 years duration showed pro-

gression, compared with 3.3 years in those without pro-

gression [207]. However, long disease duration alone does

not necessarily correlate with poor outcomes [214]—as is

well recognised in the non-pregnant diabetic population.
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Baseline level DR

In the DIEP study, progression of ≥2 stages occurred in

10.3% with R0 at baseline, 18.8% with mild non-

proliferative diabetic retinopathy (NPDR) at baseline, and

54.8% with moderate NPDR or worse at baseline [209]. The

risk of R3 developing where there was R0 or minimal R1

was rare (0.4%, and all of these were in patients with

T1DM) although there have been case reports of rapid

deterioration from minimal DR in early part of pregnancy to

vitreous haemorrhage and DMO in the third trimester, even

with stable glycaemic control [219].

Poor glycaemic control

As is well recognised in the non-pregnant diabetic popula-

tion, poor glycaemic control has been shown to be a risk

factor for progression in both pregnant women with T1DM

[208, 209, 220–222] and T2DM [207] (although those with

strict glycaemic control prior to conception had a lower risk

of progression [217]). However, tightening of glycaemic

control—especially if rapid—in those with pre-existing DR

may in fact worsen the DR [51]. Rapid optimisation of

glycaemic control is common because of improved non-

ocular outcomes for mother and foetus, so there is a need to

balance the risks here. Poor glycaemic control is associated

with adverse outcomes for the foetus—there is an increased

risk of congenital malformations, foetal mortality and

morbidity—and for the mother, with an increased risk of

renal failure and pre-eclampsia [223, 224]. The DCCT

showed 53% of conventional treatment group who were

changed to intensive control in early pregnancy had wor-

sening of DR compared to 40% in initial intensive group

[217].

Hypertension and pre-eclampsia

It is well documented that antihypertensive treatment

reduces progression of retinopathy in the non-pregnant

population [225]. Elevated blood pressure (BP) is also a

recognised risk factor for DR progression in pregnancy

[208, 215, 220, 222]—one in four (25%) of normotensive

pregnant women with DM showed progression, compared

with 61% with chronic hypertension, and 50% with

pregnancy-induced hypertension [222]. A systolic BP of

>115 mmHg compared in pregnant women (compared

with <105 mmHg in non-pregnant women) has been

quoted as a risk factor [208, 220]. However, not all stu-

dies have confirmed an association with BP, nor have

proposed an optimal pressure level to aim for in

pregnancy.

Another pregnancy-specific issue is pre-eclampsia (new

hypertension from 20 weeks of gestation) which occurs

more commonly in pregnant women with DM (than preg-

nant women without DM) [226]. In one study linking

progression with sight-threatening deterioration, 50% of

patients had pre-eclampsia compared to 8% without pre-

eclampsia [221].

T1DM or T2DM

There is a low risk of progression in pregnant women with

T2DM, although sight-threatening deterioration can occur

from mild to R3+ DMO, although the cases described

usually involved patients with other risk factors for pro-

gression such as poor pre-conception glycaemic control,

low compliance and high BP in the first part of pregnancy

[207, 214].

The mechanisms underlying the progression of DR in

pregnancy are unknown, but some factors are likely to be

involved.

Pregnancy is associated with major changes in systemic

vasculature including increased cardiac output, plasma

volume and decrease in peripheral resistance [227]. This

could cause capillary endothelial damage [228, 229] and

exacerbate the loss of autoregulation that occurs in DR due

at least in part to pericyte loss. It is also possible that the

local hypoxia associated with worsening retinopathy could

cause a compensatory increase in blood flow which may

then represent an epiphenomenon, rather than failure of

autoregulation in pregnancy [230]. Doppler velocimetry

studies have shown that retinal blood flow increases in

pregnant women with DM who develop progression of

retinopathy, and not in pregnant women with stable DR

[228].

The hormone changes in pregnancy have also been

implicated in the progression of DR. There is an increase in

plasma human placental lactogen, oestrogen and proges-

terone. These hormones induce vascular changes that may

contribute to progression of retinopathy, particularly human

placental lactogen (hPL) that has growth hormone-like

activity.

Pro-angiogenic growth factors such as insulin-like

growth factor (IGF1) and VEGF expression levels

increase during pregnancy. The stimulus for this may be the

acute fall in retinal blood flow if metabolic control is

improved rapidly [231]—one study showed progression

independent of glycaemic control [211]. The possible role

of insulin analogues such as Lispro in development of

severe R3 in pregnancy has also been raised [232]. Lispro is

a homologue of IGF-1, but this phenomenon has also been

reported with other insulin-based drugs [219]. Two studies

that investigated the progression of DR during and after

pregnancy suggested that the probability of progression was

associated with elevated IGF-1 levels in later pregnancy

[233, 234].
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Post-partum changes

Fortunately, retinopathy that progresses during pregnancy

has a high tendency for regression post-partum, although

how long regression might take to complete is not at all

predictable [208, 217, 235–238].

The overall prevalence of DR in women with prior

pregnancy was also shown to be similar to that of matched

nulliparous women [217, 235, 239]. In the DCCT, DR

levels after 6.5 years of follow-up were comparable both

those who had been pregnant, and those who had not been

pregnant [217]. It has been shown in other studies that

pregnancy does not probability of progressing to R3 at 2

years post-partum, or having a requirement for laser pho-

tocoagulation therapy at 5 or 10 years post-partum [235].

One proposal to explain these observations was that if a

women with DR was likely to experience DR progression,

that woman was likely to do so during pregnancy (and

therefore received appropriate therapy), or that these women

derived a longer-term ‘metabolic memory’ benefit from

improvements in glycaemic control during their pregnancy

[235].

Similar outcomes were observed by the DCCT in women

in the intensive control group, irrespective of pregnancy

status [240]. A decade after the completion of the DCCT,

women in the intensively treated group were observed to

have a 53% greater reduction in further progression than

women in the conventional treatment group, despite HbA1c

levels being equal at the end of the trial’s follow-up period

[241].

After long-term follow-up, it was found that women in

the study who had pre-eclampsia or pregnancy-induced BP

increases had a greater risk of developing DR that required

laser after long-term follow-up than those without [242]—

which suggests that raised BP during pregnancy might have

a bigger impact on long-term DR levels than glycaemic

control. It should be noted that these long-term follow-up

studies included T1DM patients only.

Treatment

Studies have largely concentrated on the treatment of R3

(PDR) with limited data on DMO.

PDR should be treated with panretinal photocoagula-

tion (PRP) [210, 224, 243] and ideally before the onset of

pregnancy, in view of the risk of progression but also the

considerable difficulties for patients that multiple

appointments pose, and the risk therein of failure to attend

all appointments and have their retinas adequately mon-

itored [230, 244, 245]. There is level I evidence for DR for

laser treatment for severe NPDR or PDR in pregnancy.

Good evidence (level I/II) exists for high-risk PDR in

pregnancy receiving PRP, although this is not specific to

pregnancy. A high proportion of those who develop R3

may continue to progress post-partum so treatment may

even need to be considered at the severe NPDR in some

cases [244–246].

There may be post-partum regression of retinopathy so

there may be a case for performing limited PRP in cases of

less active disease. In some cases, however, the progression

can be aggressive and response suboptimal [247]. As such,

so treatment should be proportionate and sufficient to

induce regression in each case.

Sight-threatening DMO can occur during pregnancy

[215, 248] although data is limited; prevalence estimates for

DMO at any time during pregnancy range from 5–27% in

T1DM [215, 235, 249, 250] and 4% in T2DM [207, 249].

There are no studies published to date that use OCT to

quantify. DMO does appear to spontaneously regress post-

partum [207, 241]; a period of waiting/close observation

may be reasonable.

In addition, given the relatively short duration of preg-

nancy and evidence of similar outcomes with delay in anti-

VEGF in non-pregnant patients with delay in treatment

[251, 252], delaying treatment of DMO during this time is

likely to be justified in many cases, given the likelihood of

resolution of the DMO post-partum. In particular, the use of

intravitreal injections of anti-VEGF drugs in pregnancy is

not recommended because of potential effects on the unborn

child. When treatment is indicated in such cases, however,

the use of intravitreal steroids, particularly dexamethasone

implant is advised. Longer-acting steroids are not advised

under such circumstances, as the pathology may be miti-

gated post-partum. Furthermore, that ensures that any sys-

temic levels of steroids in breastfeeding mothers are low.

For example, in cases of bilateral poor vision secondary to

DMO—when this occurs in pregnancy, is thought to be due

to an ischaemic capillariopathy and may be accompanied by

R3 disease.

Anti-VEGF drugs

Neither anti-VEGF drug approved for use in DMO in the

non-pregnant population in the UK have been studied in

pregnancy and have been assigned Pregnancy Category C

by The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) (see

Appendix A). The mechanism of action suggests that the

anti-VEGF agents used for intravitreal injections may pose

risk to developing embryo or foetus; it is therefore recom-

mended that women wait at least 3 months after last treat-

ment prior to conceiving [253–256]. There are some case

reports also suggesting a possible effect on maternal BP

also and an increased risk of pre-eclampsia [257, 258].

There are also some case reports of uneventful pregnancy

following multiple injections [259].
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Corticosteroids

Corticosteroids have been designated FDA Pregnancy

Category B drugs although there is variation within the

intravitreal agents; for example, triamcinolone acetonide in

the form of Kenacort A-40 (triamcinolone acetonide) and

Dexamethasone implant (in the form of Ozurdex) is

designated category C, Triesence (triamcinolone acetonide)

is designated category D [260].

After high-dose intravitreal triamcinolone (20–25mg)

therapy, systemic serum levels of the drug were practically

undetectable [261]. Dexamethasone has been used to

accelerate foetal lung maturation in premature labour [262],

but intravitreal triamcinolone [263] and dexamethasone

[264, 265] have also been used to treat DMO with no

reported systemic side effects in pregnancy. As dex-

amethasone (in the form of Ozurdex) is a NICE-approved

drug in the UK for the treatment of DMO, it would be

appropriate to consider using this in pregnancy, if treatment

is deemed necessary. Although systemic corticosteroids

have been found in breast milk, the systemic concentration

of dexamethasone in the form of intravitreal Ozurdex is

low. It is unknown whether intravitreal administration of

steroids could result in sufficient systemic absorption to be

detectable in breast milk, so caution is advised for use in

breastfeeding. Ideally breastfeeding should be stopped

before intravitreal anti-VEGF agents are used.

Fluorescein

Fluorescein is designated as an FDA category C drug (see

Appendix A).

The product information states that there are insufficient

studies to assess the safety in pregnancy [266].

One paper suggests that there is no evidence of an effect

on the foetus [267], although fluorescein does cross the

placenta [267] and is detectable in breast milk [268]. In

practice, it would be advisable to avoid fluorescein angio-

graphy (FFA) in pregnancy and during breastfeeding, and in

most cases there would be no justification for the use of

FFA, as clinical examination and photography are usually

sufficient to make a treatment decision.

Recommendations for the Management of DR in
Pregnancy

There are a number DR screening and management in

pregnancy guidelines across the world, but these are not

supported with high levels of evidence. As RCTs are not

possible generally in this group for ethical reasons, much of

the data is an extrapolation from studies in the wider non-

pregnant (and usually Caucasian) population. Guidelines

are then largely based on expert opinion-based preferred

practice guidelines only. There is a general recognition that

an individual’s personal circumstances and comorbidities

need to be considered. (Level 2, A)

Despite this lack of solid evidence, there is general

consensus for:

1. Close collaboration between obstetrics, endocrinolo-

gists and ophthalmologists.

2. Counselling regarding the effect of pregnancy on the

DR. Effect on the timing of pregnancy—generally

advised women with T1DM particularly to plan

pregnancies earlier as there is clear evidence of

increased risk of disease progression with the

duration of DM.

3. Glycaemic control should be optimised.

4. Increase screening during pregnancy—screening pro-

grammes in the UK already do so.

5. Screening in the postnatal period—up to 12 months

would be advised if retinopathy has progressed into

the third trimester. In DCCT, the increased risk of DR

progression continued for 1 year after childbirth

[217, 233, 246].

6. Those with gestational DM should be followed up

medically to ensure it resolves and was not the result

of underlying T2DM.

7. Severe NPDR or worse—scatter PRP should be

considered, and the retinopathy stabilised if possible,

prior to conception.

8. The best treatment option for progressive DMO in

pregnancy is intravitreal injection of steroids.

DR should not be considered a contraindication to

vaginal birth [246] (see Appendix B). In the rare cases of

active R3 disease at full-term, it would be reasonable to

inform a patient of the theoretical increased risk of vitreous

haemorrhage with a vaginal birth. However, this should be a

discussion between the patient, obstetrician and ophthal-

mologist, as the risk is likely to be low and all other factors

involved in decision-making regarding labour should be

taken into account.

Evidence grading: Level 2

Recommendation: A

Section 9: Diabetic retinopathy screening

The St Vincent Declaration, back in 1989 asserted that DR

screening (DRS) is the cornerstone of DR management and

treatment [269]. All patients with DM are screened for the

presence of retinopathy, with the stated aim of the DRS

programme being to reduce the incidence of blindness that

results from DR—which is the commonest cause of blind-

ness in the working-age population [1, 2]. Such blindness
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results from either proliferative DR (PDR) or DMO. The

age of entry into the UK DRS programmes is currently 12

years, and the only exclusion criterion is an inability to

consent and a VA of worse than PL. DRS standards are

summarised in the National Framework document [73], and

have subsequently been reviewed by Diabetes UK [270].

The UK now has a consensus grading system that

underpins the DRS service in each of the four home nations,

but differences do exist each scheme [271–274]. Despite

this, DRS delivery is based on a few common principles, the

most critical of which is quality assurance. The English and

Welsh programmes require two photographs to be taken

after mydriasis; one centred on the fovea, the other on the

optic disc. The Scottish programme uses a single image and

mydriasis is only used in some instances. In Northern Ire-

land, a similar strategy to the Scottish one is followed.

The principles underpinning the UK DRS are eloquently

summarised in Scanlon (2017) [275] as follows:

● Screening is a public health programme, not a

diagnostic test.
● Large numbers of apparently healthy individuals are

invited for screening; some people may be harmed by

the process, or falsely reassured.
● There is an ethical and moral responsibility to ensure

that the programmes are of high quality.
● Quality assurance of screening programmes is therefore

essential to ensure that the programme achieves the

highest possible standards and minimises harm.

It is estimated that some grade of DR is present in more

than a third of diabetics. Accurate clinical examination of

the retina for disease detection in such a large population is

logistically almost impossible. The situation is complicated

further by the adoption of the original ‘gold’ standard

imaging of diabetic fundus with the 7-field 30° stereo-

graphic retinal photography (as proposed by the Diabetic

Retinopathy Study) [276] which was subsequently sup-

ported by the ETDRS [277]. The DRS imaging/grading

system differentiates 13 complex levels of disease severity

from 10 (no DR) to 85 (severe vitreous haemorrhage or

retinal detachment involving the macula). This complexity

makes it difficult to implement in a real-life situation, for the

photographer, patient, and clinician alike. The International

Clinical Diabetic Retinopathy Disease Severity Scale

(ICDR) was developed as a simplified version, with the

objective of making it useful in the clinical setting [278].

Here, DR is graded as ‘mild non-PDR’ (NPDR) if there

were microaneurysms [MA] only; ‘moderate’ NPDR if

there was more than one MA—i.e. dot and blot haemor-

rhages and cotton wool spots, and ‘severe’ NPDR if there

was >20 haemorrhages in each of all four retinal quadrants

or definite venous beading in ≥2 retinal quadrants or

prominent intraretinal microvascular abnormality in one or

more retinal quadrant; and finally PDR. DMO, if present,

was graded in three levels based on the distance of retinal

thickening and/or hard exudates from the fovea as seen in

the photographs. However, for treatment, a clinical exam-

ination was essential to assess ‘retinal thickening’ as a

marker for macular oedema. The term ‘CSMO’ was defined

as any DMO which showed retinal thickening within

500 µm of the centre of the fovea, or yellow exudates within

500 µm of the centre of the fovea, with adjacent retinal

thickening or one disc area of retinal thickening, any part of

which is within 1 DD of the centre of the fovea [278].

For the classification of DR in screening the National

Screening Committee (NSC) (updated in 2019) [279, 280]

described the absence of diabetic retinopathy R0. The pre-

sence of MAs and small retinal haemorrhages or mild, non‐

PDR as R1, moderate to severe non‐PDR R2, and

PDR as R3.

The NSC classification of M1 represents referable

maculopathy. This was based on what the ETDRS origin-

ally defined as CSMO. The NSC had to use this clinical

definition to develop a set of features that can be reliably

identified in a two-dimensional colour photograph. It was

necessary to include a VA measurement as part of the

assessment. The photographic criteria included:

(i) exudate within 1 DD of the centre of the fovea

(ii) a circinate or group of exudates within the macula

(iii) any microaneurysm or haemorrhage within 1 DD of

the centre of the fovea only if associated with a best

VA of ≤ 6/12. The grades of R2, R3 and M1 are

classified as sight‐threatening DR (STDR) or referable

DR [278].

Of these only PDR (R3) is categorised as requiring

urgent referral.

Recent publications have demonstrated this approach has

resulted in a reduction in blindness in the UK [74]. This

happened during a period where there has been a global

increase in the prevalence of diabetes worldwide. Another

interesting shift is that the blindness is now more likely to

be related to DMO than PDR [281].

One way to improve DRS would be to utilise OCT in the

screening process and improve early diagnosis of DMO.

This practice is becoming increasingly recognised as the

reference standard for assessment of DMO and can poten-

tially provide a cost-effective solution for improving DMO

detection. However, there is insufficient evidence of OCT

alone as a tool to predict progression of visual loss that

arises from DMO. It is therefore difficult to stage patients

meaningfully in a mass screening programme and then refer

them into a hospital eye service. There are other complex

technologies like combined OCT and widefield imaging
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which can potentially give better sensitivity [282], but

again, these instruments not yet widely adopted in clinics.

The use of automated image analysis and artificial

intelligence (AI) to detect retinal pathologies has become a

field of great interest in screening. This computerised

approach, once fully validated, should offer great benefits in

terms of quality assurance, cost and speed of assessment.

However, there are significant hurdles that need to be

cleared before the widespread acceptance of these techni-

ques can begin—particularly on how to validate the tech-

niques. Scotland was one of the early adopters of such

automated image analysis techniques. In the US the first AI

device received FDA approval for identifying DR in 2018

—the IDx-DR. The device has 87% sensitivity and 90%

specificity and 96% imageability. This seems to be the

direction of travel; however, these products will need to be

significantly improved before widespread acceptance/

adoption.

Section 10: Interface between screening and
hospital eye service

Having seamless arrangement between screening pro-

grammes and local ophthalmology departments is a crucial

part of ensuring appropriate delivery of quality-assured

clinical care to patients with diabetes [283–285]. It is pos-

sible that a screening programme boundary may overlap a

number of hospital ophthalmology departments and simi-

larly, a hospital ophthalmology department may receive

referrals from more than one screening programme. It is

important for each hospital eye service (HES) to understand

the NHS diabetic eye screening programme (DESP)’s fail-

safe procedures as well as formulate their own patient

pathway, standard operating procedures and failsafe stan-

dards for DR patients.

Ideally, hospital eye departments should identify a clin-

ician as ‘Clinical Lead for DR’, who would have overall

responsibility for the smooth running of hospital diabetic

eye services—including laser and DMO treatment clinics,

as well as the clinical governance of the service. The HES

Clinical Lead would liaise with the local DESP clinical

leads, referring patients in to HES and helping to prepare

annual reports that are filed with DESP. It is essential that

each hospital ophthalmology department has a dedicated

person (a DESP co-ordinator) with administrative oversight

of DR patient referrals and management. The DESP co-

ordinator would liaise with each of the local DESP pro-

gramme managers about key performance indicators and

keep track of referrals and timely appointments in a hospital

eye clinic. The Clinical Lead should review the arrangement

of clinics including virtual clinics and work to ensure

appropriate retinal imaging equipment—retinal

photography, spectral domain (SD)-ocular coherence

tomography (OCT) imaging (potentially with facilities for

OCT angiography) and widefield retinal imaging—is

available in the HES. Links with vitreoretinal consultant

surgeons should be established for more severe cases

needing surgical interventions.

The HES Clinical Lead and the co-ordinator should

oversee and ensure that appropriate hardware and software

are available to all clinical staff engaged in the management

of DR patients. HES would need access to software used by

each of the DESP in the clinics. It is increasingly becoming

the norm that HES have an in-house electronic patient

record (EPR) system—such as Medisoft (Medisoft Lt,

Leeds, UK) or Openeyes (Apperta Foundation, Sunderland,

UK). These EPR systems should link up with DESP soft-

ware so that real-time data capture can take place and help

prepare quarterly as well as annual reports for the pro-

gramme for quality assurance. Regular communications—

either automatic updates from EPR to DESP software or

manual should take place between HES and DESP. Such

information includes the acknowledgement of referrals

arriving at the HES, patient attendances and their retino-

pathy grading, non-attendance, and especially patients that

are discharged back to DESP. Minimum data capture

standards should be agreed between the DESP and HES, but

should include data on key performance indicators such as

the number of referrals (stratified by retinopathy grading),

waiting times for appointments, waiting time for laser

treatment and the incidence of blind registrations caused by

DR. The DESP website describes screening pathway and

the themes (Population, Coverage, Uptake, Test, Diagnosis/

intervention, Referral, Intervention/treatment, and Out-

come) that make up the entire screening process [286].

Section 11: Virtual clinics and artificial
intelligence in DMO

A virtual clinic can be defined as a clinic in which the face-

to-face clinician consultation is removed [287]. The patient

and clinician either interact in virtual real-time (synchro-

nous model) or at different points in time (asynchronous

model). One of the main drivers of the introduction of

virtual clinics—particularly with respect to DR screening—

is that they have been shown to increase service capacity. It

has been recognised that, compared with a holistic ‘face-to-

face’ consultations, twice the number of patients can be

assessed by reviewing OCT image and VA data ‘virtually’

(in the absence of the patient) at a secondary, asynchronous

event [282]. Virtual review of DMO patients’ maculopathy

status fits well into this model, where OCT images and VA

measurements are collected by nurses or technicians, and

then later reviewed by ophthalmologists or trained
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healthcare professionals with the appropriate competencies,

under the governance of a Consultant Ophthalmologist with

medical retina sub-speciality expertise [288]. The capacity

for assessing diabetic eyes can also be expanded by running

data acquisition virtual clinics outside of normal clinic

hours (when equipment stands unused) then the reviewing

team assessing that data at a later stage.

Another driver of virtual clinic adoption by busy NHS

practices is that there is a greater opportunity for Consultant

Ophthalmologists to share their expertise in retinal image

analysis in performing quality assurance of the decisions

made by junior ophthalmologists or other trained healthcare

professionals at a virtual review clinic (without patients)

than in a busy face-to-face clinics, where patients wait in the

clinic for their management plan during their consultation.

Patients with DMO also require the assessment of their

peripheral DR status, which in traditional retina clinics

typically occurs within the same patient episode as their

maculopathy assessment. The use of virtual clinics in

managing patients with DMO permits this by imaging both

the macula and the peripheral retina in the same visit,

something that is made easier if ultra-widefield (UWF)

images are added to the macular OCT image. This is now a

common approach for DR assessments within many hos-

pital eye services [282, 289, 290]. However, in some cases,

such as in patients with DMO receiving frequent intravitreal

anti-VEGF injections (often as frequently as once per month

in the first year of some anti-VEGF regimens), the acqui-

sition of simultaneous macular OCT and peripheral UWF

images is inefficient, as many peripheral UWF images will

be acquired that are not needed, particularly given that

intravitreal therapies also inherently protect against per-

ipheral DR [291–293].

A more pragmatic approach for patients with DMO who

require intravitreal injections of anti-VEGF drugs is to

create a separate system of clinic reviews for peripheral DR

that are driven by the severity of the disease and are inde-

pendent of maculopathy status (where maculopathy is

managed virtually). These peripheral retina clinic reviews

can be an opportunity for a more holistic slit lamp assess-

ment of the patient looking for other comorbidities (e.g.

cataract progression) alongside retinopathy grading and in

many patients (e.g. those with mild nonproliferative DR)

might only be needed yearly. Equally, these peripheral

assessments can themselves also be managed virtually with

widefield colour retinal imaging [282, 290].

Virtual clinics are also effective at improving capacity

for new referrals with DMO (e.g. M1 referrals from Dia-

betic retinopathy screening DRS). Some 75% of referrals

with M1 status from DRS are false positive when OCT

imaging has not occurred [294, 295]. OCT triage of refer-

rals either within a DRS service or at the entry point to the

HES reduces inappropriate referrals and is cost-effective

[290, 295].

The safety and effectiveness of virtual clinic assessments

in DMO patients instead of real-time clinical slit lamp

examinations has been examined in a Cochrane review by

Virgili et al. [296]. The review concluded that OCT images

were more sensitive than slit lamp examinations in detecting

DMO and, therefore, not highly accurate at diagnosing

CSMO—the eligibility criterion for argon laser photo-

coagulation. However, the presence of CSMO does not

necessarily mean a patient will require intravitreal anti-

VEGF injections and the authors concluded that OCT-based

diagnosis should be the new reference standard for DMO

[296]. OCT diagnosis of DMO has also been proven to be

superior to two-dimensional digital photographic retinal

screening colour photographs as per UK DR screening

protocols [295].

Further service capacity could be created if deep learning

algorithms can be implemented to assess DMO using AI.

Deep learning is a novel technique with potentially wide

applications across medicine and is characterised by algo-

rithms that can learn features of disease though exposure to

large volumes of data, thereby extracting meaningful pat-

terns from them; these algorithms are capable of picking up

features and changes that are sometimes missed human

assessments [297].

The assessment of DR, in general, has been a key area

for the development of deep learning due to the huge unmet

need for screening treatable diabetic retinopathies in very

large populations, particularly in low-income countries

[297]. The development of multiple commercially available

‘automated retinal image analysis systems’ (ARIAS) led to

the eventual FDA approval in the USA of a DR detection

algorithm combined with convolutional neural networks

(CNN) facilitating deep learning known as the IDx-DR

system [298]. IDx-DR has an 87.7% sensitivity and 96.8%

specificity [298, 299].

Subsequent developments have included additional

algorithms [275, 277, 278, 297, 300, 301] and their ongoing

validation producing potentially even higher sensitivities

and specificities (reviewed by Grzbowski et al. [295] in

Table 1). While most available software uses colour fundus

photographs to grade all retinopathy including maculopathy

(with the ability to even predict quantitative disease metrics

such as central subfield thickness from colour fundus pho-

tographs [302]) other recent automated image analysis

systems examine OCT data [303]. The advances in auto-

mated analysis and the effects of deep learning on multi-

modal imaging would be powerful, particularly given the

complexity of some DMO eyes that may be associated with

OCT-A ischaemia and three-dimensional pathology such as

vitreomacular traction.
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The efficacy and accuracy of these deep learning systems

depend on access to large volumes of data, as well as the

‘ground truth’ or benchmark used to confirm the correct

diagnosis [304]. Unsettling for the clinician is the concept

of the ‘black box’, where the computer system has reached a

‘conclusion’ or ‘diagnosis’ and the clinician cannot identify

what retinal features led to that conclusion [304]. Future

systems will be able to identify ‘heatmaps’—or regions of

interest in the retina that led to the disease classification

[304]. Finally, much more accessible systems possibly via

smartphone image acquisition may revolutionise further DR

screening [304].

Recommendation: Improved service capacity for DR

assessments can be achieved by the usage of virtual clinics.

Section 12: The management of DMO

The treatment options for DMO have changed con-

siderably over the last few years. We aim to give succinct

guidance for UK ophthalmologists working in the NHS,

where the availability of therapies is subject to restrictions

based on NICE and SMC guidance. Attention to systemic

factors, such as BP and glycaemic control, is always

important in people with diabetes – especially in the

context of macular oedema, where optimum control of BP

can significantly reduce the oedema [48, 83, 305, 306].

Other conditions that are more likely to affect people with

type II diabetes (such as sleep apnoea) need to be con-

sidered as well, as this may cause or exacerbate macular

oedema [307–309].

Current treatment options include first-line intravitreal

therapies with anti-VEGF drugs and then may include laser

therapy or steroids (dexamethasone or fluocinolone

implants) [20]. The rationale for anti-VEGF therapies is

more obvious as VEGF-A is the most important cytokine

responsible for retinal vascular leakage. The rationale for

intravitreal steroid use comes from evidence that highlights

the role of inflammation in the development of DMO,

including leukostasis, upregulation of various inflammatory

mediators such as ICAM-1 and IL-6 in addition to upre-

gulation of VEGF-A (See ‘Pathophysiology’ section).

Intravitreal steroid use is particularly relevant for eyes with

chronic oedema that is insufficiently responsive to other

therapies.

Clinically significant macular oedema

The term CSMO was developed at the time of the ETDRS

study [310], which assessed laser photocoagulation as a

treatment for DMO. CSMO was defined (based on the slit

lamp examination), as:

(a) Retinal thickening within 500 µm of the centre of

the macula

(b) Hard exudates within 500 µm of the centre of the

macula if associated with thickening of the

adjacent retina

(c) Retinal thickening of >1-disc area in size, any part of

which is located within 1-DD of the centre of

the macula

It is important to note that this definition of CSMO is

applicable only for laser treatment, and pre-dates the

availability of OCT, and milder degrees of oedema are now

detectable by OCT that may not have been seen before on

slit lamp examination alone. Moreover, it is important to

know whether the oedema involves the fovea/central sub-

field (i.e. centre-involving DMO [CI-DMO]), as this will

determine what treatment options are appropriate.

CSMO without central involvement

In the ETDRS study, eyes with CSMO treated with laser

had a 50% reduction in the risk of moderate visual loss

compared to observation. However, very few eyes experi-

enced an improvement in vision. The mechanism of action

of macular laser treatment is not fully understood but may

relate to cytokine release from the retinal pigment epithe-

lium or Müller cells as reviewed by Bhagat et al. [3]. Since

the original ETDRS study, a variety of different retinal laser

delivery systems have been developed, and various different

wavelengths can now be considered e.g. argon green

(514 nm), yellow (577 nm), or diode (810 nm) in the treat-

ment of DMO. Subthreshold grid laser therapy has also

been developed (both at 577 and 810 nm wavelengths), with

the aim of reducing the destructive effects of conventional

macular laser photocoagulation. Some studies show similar

efficacy of subthreshold laser to conventional laser

[311, 312] and results from a UK-based randomised clinical

trial [313] are awaited. At present, subthreshold laser is not

in widespread use in the UK for DMO treatment.

UK current best-practice for treating CSMO without

central involvement depends on the location of the leaking

microvascular changes. If these are far from the fovea

(>500 μm from the FAZ) with considerable associated fluid/

exudate, then laser therapy intervention may be appropriate.

However, observation until fluid involves the fovea may

also be a reasonable option for non-centre involving

CSMO. Many ophthalmologists from around the world

advocate the latter approach. The particular issue in the UK

is that NHS funding is not usually available to treat milder

degrees of centre-involving oedema (defined as CST

<400 μm) with intravitreal anti-VEGF drugs, or with ster-

oids in phakic eyes. As such, considering laser treatment
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where it is safe to do so may sometimes be appropriate to

try to prevent the fluid (or exudate) from deteriorating to

involve the fovea.

Centre-involving CSMO (CI-DMO)

In UK NHS practice, the chief issues to consider when

determining treatment decisions are the level of VA, central

subfield thickness on OCT examination, and patient choice.

It is noted that different OCT machines will show different

thickness measurements for any given patient, with the

Heidelberg Spectralis machine generally giving the greatest

macular thickness measurements.

NICE guidance (applicable to England, Wales and
Northern Ireland)

Ranibizumab. NICE TA274 [14] recommended it as an

option for treating visual impairment due to DMO if the eye

has a CRT of 400 μm or more at the start of treatment.

RESTORE study [314]. This study showed a mean best-

corrected visual acuity (BCVA) gain overall of +6.1/+5.9

letters for the two ranibizumab-treated groups, compared

with +0.8 letters in the laser monotherapy group. There was

no benefit in the combination of laser and ranibizumab

compared with ranibizumab monotherapy. The RESTORE

extension study showed a mean BCVA gain of +8 letters at

3 years in the ranibizumab monotherapy group [252].

RISE and RIDE studies compared 0.3 mg and 0.5 mg

ranibizumab vs. laser treatment. 10.9 and 12.5 mean change

in BCVA at 2 years vs. laser (+2.6/+2.3 letters) [315].

Aflibercept. Recommended in NICE TA346 [16] for

eyes with visual impairment due to DMO with more than

400 μm CRT at the start of treatment.

VIVID and VISTA studies: [316] These compared afli-

bercept with conventional laser treatment. In the aflibercept

group, treatment was commenced with five injections at

monthly intervals, then either 4 weekly or 8 weekly injec-

tions thereafter. Mean change in BCVA at 1 year was 11.6

letters for the 4 weekly aflibercept injections group, and

10.7 letters at 100 weeks. The 8 weekly injection regime

BCVA changes were +10.7 letters after 52 weeks, and 10.3

letters after 100 weeks.

Fluocinolone acetonide (Iluvien). NICE TA301 [317]

recommended it as an option for treating chronic DMO that

is insufficiently responsive to available therapies in pseu-

dophakic eyes. This recommendation was based on the

FAME Study with Iluvien, where 34% of patients experi-

enced a ≥15 letter the fluocinolone-treated group at 3 years

vs. 13.4% in the sham treatment group [318, 319].

Dexamethasone implant (Ozurdex). NICE TA349 [15]

recommended it as an option for treating chronic DMO that

is insufficiently responsive to available therapies in pseu-

dophakic eyes, based on the results from the MEAD study

[320]. Ozurdex retreatment was administered every

6 months (although this may have led to relative under-

treatment). In MEAD, 22.2% of patients achieved ≥15 letter

gain in the Ozurdex treated group at 3 years compared with

just 12% in the sham-treated group [320].

SMC guidance (applicable to Scotland only)

Ranibizumab and aflibercept are approved for the treatment

of visual impairment due to DMO in adults where the

BCVA is 75 letters or worse [17, 18].

For the dexamethasone and fluocinolone implants, these

are approved for pseudophakic eyes where there has been

insufficient response (or not suitable) for non-corticosteroid

therapy [19, 321].

Treatments for CI-DMO

This section will present evidence-based guidance about

which treatments to choose for UK-based NHS practice and

which treatment regimens to consider. A separate chapter

will deal with when to consider switching to intravitreal

steroid treatment.

Visual acuity

The Diabetic Retinopathy Clinical Research Network

(DRCR.net) Protocol V study [322] showed that ‘for eyes

with CI-DMO and good VA (20/25 [6/7.5] or better), there

was no significant difference in vision loss at 2 years,

whether eyes were initially managed with aflibercept or

with laser photocoagulation or observation (and given afli-

bercept only if the VA worsened)’. Therefore, in people

with very good acuity (80 letters or more), it may be rea-

sonable to observe initially, even if there is CI-CSMO, with

later intervention if the VA deteriorates. This is less likely to

be frequently relevant in the UK where anti-VEGF treat-

ment cannot be given unless the CRT is 400 μm or more.

However, it should be remembered that VA and central

macular thickness (CMT) may not correlate, and that VA

may be good in eyes with foveal thickness greater than

400 μm [323–326].

Eyes with CI-DMO and less than 400 μm CRT (or
BCVA greater than 75 letters in Scotland)

Per the Protocol V results [322], if a patient’s VA is 80

letters or more, it may be reasonable to simply continue

with observation. Conventional laser treatment can be

considered if leaking microvascular changes are well away

from the fovea, or alternatively, subthreshold grid laser
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treatment may be an option. In pseudophakic eyes where

laser treatment has previously been given (or is not suitable)

and there is persisting oedema, intravitreal steroid treatment

use should be considered (based on NICE guidance).

However, this option is not adopted universally in pseu-

dophakic eyes with mild degrees of oedema because of the

potential rise in intraocular pressure (IOP). In such cir-

cumstances, it is more common to observe until 400 μm

central subfield thickness is reached at which point anti-

VEGF treatment is considered (or if the VA decreases to75

letters or worse in Scotland).

Some units in the UK have approval for the use of

bevacizumab for cases where there is CI-DMO but where

the NICE or SMC criteria are not met (based on Protocol T

results: see below).

Eyes with CI-DMO and more than 400 μm CRT (or
BCVA ≤75 letters in Scotland)

Anti-VEGF therapy would be the first-line therapy, unless

the patient does not wish to have regular intravitreal injec-

tions or is pregnant.

Which drug to choose when commencing
anti-VEGF treatment?

DRCR.net Protocol T [327, 328]. This trial compared

bevacizumab, aflibercept and 0.3 mg ranibizumab for the

treatment of DMO. All eyes underwent a loading dose

phase until week 24 (with observation if 85 letters and less

than 250 μm) and then a flexible retreatment phase. For eyes

with BCVA of 69 letters or better, there was no significant

difference between the drugs at 1 and 2 years. For eyes with

less than 69 letters, the 1-year results showed that afli-

bercept (+18.9 letters) was superior to ranibizumab (+14.2

letters) and bevacizumab (+11.8 letters). The 2-year results

showed no statistical difference in mean BCVA between

aflibercept and ranibizumab, but both were still superior to

bevacizumab. It is noteworthy that ranibizumab 0.5mg

which is the approved dose in the EU was not included in

the DRCR Network protocol.

Using a crossover study design, the CADME study

showed a statistically significant but small relative clinical

benefit of ranibizumab 0.3 mg compared with bevacizumab

for the treatment of DMO [329].

Given the area under the curve considerations from the

Protocol T study, standard UK practice would be to com-

mence aflibercept treatment for DMO, where VA is below

69 letters. With better VA, either ranibizumab or aflibercept

would be NICE-approved options with bevacizumab as an

off-label alternative. Systemic exposure is known to be

greater for bevacizumab and aflibercept than for

ranibizumab, however the clinical significance of this is still

unclear. Overall, there is no evidence to suggest that there is

significant difference in adverse event rates across any of

the three medications based on the results of both in DMO

and age-related macular degeneration (AMD) trials of these

agents [330].

Choice of treatment regimens for anti-VEGF
treatment

Licensed posology for aflibercept

The European posology for aflibercept in DMO is to

administer one 2 mg injection every month for five con-

secutive doses, followed by one injection every 2 months

[331]. After the first 12 months, the treatment interval may

be further extended based on VA and anatomical mea-

surements. The treating physician should determine the

monitoring schedule.

Licensed posology for ranibizumab

‘Treatment in adults is initiated with one injection per

month until maximum VA is achieved and/or there are no

signs of disease activity [205]’.

Protocol T regimen

The Protocol T treatment regimen is comprised of an

intensive initial treatment regimen with monthly dosing

intervals (typically 5 to 6), followed by monitoring once no

further improvement can be achieved, although treatment

can be stopped earlier if there is a ‘complete response’

where VA improve to 85 letters and central subfield

thickness (CST) drops below 250 μm on OCT [327].

‘Improvement’, ‘worsening’ and ‘stability’ are defined as

follows:

● Improvement: ≥5-letter improvement in VA and/or

≥10% improvement in CST;
● Worsening: ≥5-letter decrease in VA and/or ≥10%

increase in CST;
● Stability: no improvement or worsening in both VA and

CST after two consecutive injections.

There is an extension of intervals once stability has been

reached.

Treat-and-extend regimes

There is little evidence to date about the use of Treat-and-

Extend (T&E) regimes for aflibercept for DMO from the
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outset, other than data from two studies, VIOLET and

EVADE. The VIOLET study [332] examined the safety and

effectiveness of intravitreal aflibercept for the treatment of

DMO in patients who had already received a year’s worth

of aflibercept therapy in the open-label, phase IV AQUA

study of aflibercept in DMO (NCT02581995).

In VIOLET (NCT02818998), patients were randomised

to either (a) fixed two-month treatment intervals, (b) pro re

nata (PRN), or (c) treatment with increasing time intervals

(Treat and Extend, T&E). No significant differences were

observed in the visual results: In all, three treatment groups,

patients were able to maintain the visual gains achieved

with the first year of aflibercept therapy through to the end

of the second year of treatment, although there were clear

differences with respect to the number of doctor visits,

despite comparable numbers of injections: the PRN treat-

ment group required 14.4 clinic visits and 6.3 injections; the

T&E treatment group, required 8 check-ups for 5.6

injections.

The Treat and Extend Versus Bi-monthly dosing

with Aflibercept for the Treatment of Diabetic Macu-

lar Edema (EVADE Study) that compared the safety and

efficacy of T&E and fixed interval (every 8 weeks) afli-

bercept dosing regimens (randomised in a 1:1 ratio) in

subjects with DMO (n=50) receiving intravitreal aflibercept

injections [333]. At one year, both treatment groups

experienced significant VA gains; the study authors report

that VA gains favoured the T&E arm, although this required

more injections and visits than the fixed interval arm [333].

For ranibizumab, the RETAIN study compared a T&E

0.5 mg dosing regimen (with and without laser photo-

coagulation) with a 0.5 mg T&E regimen, and found that

both T&E regimens was non-inferior to the pro re nata

regimen [334].

UK ophthalmologists generally take an approach closer

to the Protocol T regimen, with a proactive initial phase of

dosing, followed by monitoring and extending thereafter

[335].

Combination of anti-VEGF with macular laser
treatment

The DRCR.net Protocol I study compared three regimens:

(1) prompt and (2) deferred laser photocoagulation therapy

in patients who also received ranibizumab, with (3) an

initial 4 mg triamcinolone and prompt laser treatment

regimen. They found that both ranibizumab regimens were

significantly better in improving patient mean VA and mean

CST at 1 year compared with the prompt laser/ triamcino-

lone regimen, but in the ranibizumab-treated patients, the

timing of the laser therapy appeared to have no real impact

on the visual or anatomical benefits achieved in these

patients at one year. On the other hand, the deferred laser

group was associated with a superior BCVA area under the

curve, and a greater proportion of eyes experienced a >15

letter gain in the deferred laser group than in the prompt

laser group [336]. Nevertheless, we conclude that routinely

combining laser treatment with anti-VEGF therapy is not

warranted for CI-DMO, although occasional adjunctive

delayed laser treatment may sometimes be considered,

especially where there are leaking microvascular changes

well away from the fovea that persist, despite regular anti-

VEGF treatment. There is also no evidence that peripheral

scatter laser treatment reduces the need for intravitreal anti-

VEGF injections for DMO [337].

Recommendation for anti-VEGF treatment
for eyes meeting NICE or SMC criteria

● VA <69 letters, consider anti-VEGF monotherapy with

either aflibercept 2 mg or ranibizumab 0.5 mg as first

choice, as there is no difference in long term outcomes

with either drug
● VA ≥69 letters, aflibercept 2 mg, or ranibizumab 0.5 mg

monotherapy could all be considered.
● Suggest considering a Protocol T-type treatment

regimen.

Recommendation for eyes with CI-DMO not
meeting NICE or SMC criteria

● Observe,
● or may sometimes consider laser if appropriate,
● or consider trying to obtain funding approval for anti-

VEGF treatment.
● Occasionally intravitreal steroid treatment may be

considered in pseudophakic patients where other treat-

ments have not been effective.

The consideration for switching to intravitreal steroid

treatment for insufficiently responsive eyes is discussed

above (Fig. 3).

Section 13: Response to DMO therapies

Several intravitreal pharmacological treatments are now

available for the treatment of DMO, including three anti-

VEGF agents, both licensed (ranibizumab, Novartis/Gen-

entech; aflibercept, Regeneron/Bayer) and unlicensed

(bevacizumab, Roche/Genentech), and steroids (dex-

amethasone implant [Ozurdex, Allergan] and fluocinolone

implant [Iluvien, Alimera], and triamcinolone), and the

efficacies of the individual treatments have been established
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in several clinical studies. Although these treatments are

generally effective in DMO, they do not work in every eye

—some eyes are more treatment-resistant to some drugs

(and drug classes) than others.

The DRCR.net performed a landmark phase III clinical

study that compared the use of ranibizumab (plus prompt or

deferred laser) with triamcinolone (and prompt laser) for the

treatment of DMO [336]. A significant number of

ranibizumab-treated eyes failed to achieve LogMAR 0.0

vision. Furthermore, 50–70% ranibizumab-treated eyes

failed to achieve a 2-line improvement [336], whereas 37%

the ranibizumab-treated eyes had central subfield (CSF)

thicknesses of >300 µm on TD-OCT at 12 months, and 40%

ranibizumab eyes did not have complete resolution of

macular oedema (MO) (<250 µm) at 24 months [327, 336].

Similarly in the VIVID and VISTA studies, Kaiser et al.

[338], reported that eyes switched to aflibercept from other

anti-VEGF therapies experienced similar vision and ana-

tomic gains.

However, in the UK, the current DMO treatment

pathway has no agreement in terms of assessing treatment

response, or how such responses should be assessed,

whether it be through VA assessment, retinal thickness

assessments by OCT imaging, or a combination of both,

and there is no UK-wide consensus on the rationale for

switching from one therapy to the other. It is agreed that

VA is a more standardised measure than OCT parameters

(including CFT); the National Institute for Health and

Care Excellence (NICE) assessed OCT parameters

including CRT when developing guidelines for pharma-

cological treatments for DMO, and settled on recom-

mending pharmacological therapies for DMO in eyes with

a CRT >400 μm. However, there is some ambiguity

regarding the exact measurements of significance. The

consensus amongst retinal specialists indicates that in

DMO, the relevant CRT measurement should be in the

central 1 mm ETDRS circle from the fovea, with discre-

tion based on local decision-making.

Evidence review

Analysis of the results from the randomised clinical trials of

anti-VEGF drugs for the treatment of DMO indicate that the

majority of VA gains were achieved within the initial

3–6 months of therapy, whereas the morphological response

was slower [327, 336]. In Protocol T, after 2 years of

treatment, 58% of eyes treated with bevacizumab for 2

years had residual fluid visible on OCT [336]. ‘Treatment

failure’ was defined as persistent thickening of the macula

and/or the loss of 10 ETDRS letters, despite 4-weekly

injections [327]. ‘Non-response’ in this study was defined

as bevacizumab-treated eyes that received at least three

consecutive injections and showing <10% decrease in CST

from baseline OCT, within the first 9 months of therapy.

Ashraf et al. [339] performed a retrospective study of 59

eyes from 45 patients with DMO that were treated with

bevacizumab, and were, per the Protocol T definition,

classed as non-responders, and were switched to aflibercept

or ranibizumab. BCVA significantly improved in eyes

switched to ranibizumab, and significant decreases in CST

were observed in both the ranibizumab and aflibercept-

treated eyes.

Another switching study by Bahrami et al. [340], in

which DMO non-responder patients were switched to afli-

bercept therapy used the following criteria to define ‘non-

responders’: CMT >300 µm despite at least four intravitreal

injections of bevacizumab in the previous 6 months. In the

retrospective study by Lim et al. [341], no definition of

‘non-response’ was provided, although patients were swit-

ched from ranibizumab or bevacizumab to aflibercept.

Rahimy et al. [342], in their retrospective study (of 50

eyes of 37 patients) on short-term functional and anatomic

outcomes of persistent DMO converted patients to afli-

bercept from ranibizumab or bevacizumab, using the criteria

of four consecutive injections at 4–6 weekly intervals prior

to conversion (and performed aflibercept injections after

conversion). They defined persistent DMO as: no reduction,

UK
Fig. 3 Summary of

recommended pathway for

non-centre involving DMO:

consensus recommendation.

DMO diabetic macular oedema.
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incomplete resolution or increase in central subfield thick-

ness after four consecutive injections. The investigators

observed anatomic, but not functional improvements after

the therapy switch.

Shah et al. [343], in a retrospective study reported on

eyes with DMO that were switched from intravitreal bev-

acizumab or ranibizumab to intravitreal aflibercept, and

defined persistent DMO as eyes with five persistent intrar-

etinal cysts with or without exudates, (but no minimal CST

criterion in their definition), after at least three injections of

anti-VEGF at fixed intervals prior to switching from other

anti-VEGFs to aflibercept.

The BOLT study categorised response of DMO eyes to

bevacizumab injection as early responders with dry macula

at 3 months, intermediate responders as those with dry

macula at month 12, and late responders as eyes that were

dry at 24 months [344, 345]. They further defined eyes with

persistent MO at 24 months, and not dry at 4 or 12 months

as ‘non-responders’ [345]. Clearly there is no consensus in

the literature as to what constitutes a ‘non-responder’, and

when to attempt to try an alternative anti-VEGF therapy.

In the DRCR Network’s Protocol U study [346], dex-

amethasone implant plus ranibizumab treatment was com-

pared with ranibizumab and sham control treatment in

patients who have continued DMO (i.e. anti-VEGF non-

responders; those that received at least three anti-VEGF

infections (aflibercept, bevacizumab, or ranibizumab)

within the previous 20 weeks) and had CSF of approxi-

mately 300 µm (depending on the gender of the patient and

the manufacturer of the OCT instrument), with the objective

of seeing whether combined treatment with a corticosteroid

and an anti-VEGF agent would improve vision and decrease

MO. The investigators found that the addition of dex-

amethasone implant was more likely to reduce retinal

thickness than continued ranibizumab alone (52% vs. 31%

had normal CST, respectively, p= 0.02; mean CST change

significant, p < 0.001). The authors concluded that the

addition of dexamethasone did not statistically improve

BCVA compared with the continuation of ranibizumab

alone at 24 weeks despite these results (presented in

Table 3).

The currently available evidence suggests that each

individual treatment modality in DMO does not result in a

completely dry macula in approximately half of all cases

sometimes, the response is better with one treatment

compared to the other [124]. There is no unified definition

of suboptimal or non-response to DMO pharmacotherapy as

differing opinions on the definition of ‘non-response’ exist.

Heier et al. [347], defined lack of improvement as <5 letters

improvement in VA, and/or ≤10% decrease in CST after 6

injections at monthly intervals. In the study reported by

Wood et al. [348], a majority of DMO eyes with persistent

fluid on SD-OCT (despite regular intravitreal injections of

ranibizumab 0.3 mg and/or bevacizumab 1.25 mg) showed

a positive anatomic response to aflibercept 2 mg injections.

The report by Klein et al. [349], defined recalcitrant DMO

as eyes with DMO in which there was a decrease of <15%

in CRT over 6 months despite at least four treatments

including three anti-VEGF injections within 6 months, and

>3 injections of aflibercept within 6 months after the switch.

The CHAMPLAIN Study recruited patients with

treatment-refractory DMO. The definition of ‘refractory’

was not very obvious. These eyes had significant resorption

of oedema, and improved BCVA (30.4% gaining ≥10 letters

at 8 weeks; a mean of 6 letters at 8 weeks and 3 letters at

26 weeks respectively) [350]. However, IOP increased in

16% of eyes, although no patient required drainage surgery.

In the PLACID study, the percentage of eyes gaining

≥10 letters was higher in the dexamethasone implant-treated

group compared to laser monotherapy, although 15.2% of

participants experienced an elevation IOP levels of

>10 mmHg, and 4% experienced elevations of >35 mmHg

[351]. In the FAME study, eyes with chronic DMO had a

better response to steroid therapy where oedema was

chronic than acute [352].

Bressler et al. [353] suggested that in Protocol T, the

treatment response in eyes that were switched from one

agent to another was good, irrespective of the CST and the

number of previous anti-VEGF injections. The RISE and

RIDE study, however, suggested that eyes that had received

>4 previous injections were less responsive to anti-VEGF

therapy on account of the chronicity of oedema [315].

Gonzalez et al. [354], have reported in a post-hoc ana-

lysis of Protocol I data, that it was possible to determine the

response to anti-VEGF therapy (ranibizumab) after 3

injections at 4-weekly intervals of anti-VEGF in DMO.

Suboptimal response was defined as <5 letters improvement

compared to baseline. These authors suggest that eyes with

early suboptimal visual responses are likely to have poor

longer-term visual outcomes. There was a significant

Table 3 DRCR Network’s Protocol U study 24-week study results.

Change in vision Dexamethasone implant+ ranibizumab Ranibizumab alone Adjusted difference p-value

≥10 letter improvement 22% 14% 6% p= 0.3

≥15 letter improvement 11% 2% 7% p= 0.03

≥10 letter loss 13% 6% 7% p= 0.09
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variation between subjects in each initial response group, so

that later improvement may be slow, and was still possible,

even in patients in the early suboptimal response group. The

implication of this analysis that only 30% or fewer eyes that

fail to show an early response to anti-VEGF therapy are

likely to improve vision in the long term. A subset of 7%

and 23% of the early suboptimal responders showed a 15-

letter and 10-letter improvement respectively by week 52.

Bressler et al. [353] reported that switching therapies for

persistent DMO after 3 or more intravitreal injections of

anti-VEGFs was not advisable, as continuing with the same

anti-VEGF may result in subsequent (delayed) improve-

ment in vision, and reduction of macular fluid. Similarly,

Pieramici et al. [355], reported significant vision improve-

ment at week 100 in only a small number of eyes with

suboptimal early response (at week 12) in the VIVID and

VISTA studies. They defined suboptimal outcomes as

<10% reduction in CST and CST > 300 μm, and/or vision

gain of <5 letters.

Dugel et al. [356], chose to define a ‘significant response

to therapy’ as being a 20% reduction in CRT and following

an analysis of anti-VEGF treated patients in Protocol I.

They reported that around 65% were strong responders with

83% of those having a 20% reduction at 3 months con-

tinuing to do so at 3 years, whereas only 48% reached a

20% reduction at 3 years if they <20% reduction after the

first 3 treatments.

A retrospective study by Busch et al. [357], reported that

dexamethasone implant had a beneficial effect in early

switch (after 3 injections of monthly anti-VEGF therapy) in

eyes that were unresponsive to anti-VEGF therapy. A

switch to dexamethasone later at 12 months still resulted in

significant VA improvements—but less than those who

were switched earlier, whereas eyes that continued to

receive anti-VEGF therapy for the 24 months exhibited a

delayed response.

Recommendations

It is recommended that when DMO treatment is commenced

with intravitreal anti-VEGF injections, the same anti-VEGF

is delivered at optimum intervals as recommended in the

SmPC. (Level 1, A)

A preliminary assessment of response may be made at

month 5–6 (i.e. 1 month after the initial loading injections).

The eye should be considered as having a suboptimal or

poor response if CST is reduced by less than 20% on OCT.

(Level 2, A)

Caution has to be given when using VA as a measure of

improvement, as reproducibility may be low, but con-

sideration should be given when VA gains are seen on

switching therapies, as small switch visual acuity gains are

expected of around <5 letters, and where the CST is

unchanged or continues to increase despite the initiation of

three 4-weekly injections, an early decision to switch to a

different therapy is advisable. Then

● Consider switching to another anti-VEGF agent

(Level 2, B).
● Consider macular laser if appropriate.
● Consider dexamethasone implant (Ozurdex) or fluoci-

nolone implant (Iluvien), if eye pseudophakic. Eyes

known for uncontrolled IOP rise with steroids (‘steroid

response’) or eyes with uncontrolled glaucoma are

excluded, unless agreed with a glaucoma specialist.

(Level 1, A)
● If the eye is NOT pseudophakic, consider phaco/IOL if

cataract is present followed by Ozurdex or Iluvien or.

(Level 1, B)
● Ozurdex use is initially preferred by some because of

shorter duration of action especially if unsure of IOP

change. Ozurdex may be replaced with Iluvien later, if

required. (Level 2, B)

Where the eye is NOT pseudophakic, and there is no

significant cataract, and the DMO is chronic or inadequately

responsive to anti-VEGFs, or the patient is pregnant or has

other contraindications to anti-VEGF therapies including

recent cardiovascular events, it is appropriate to consider

dexamethasone implant (Ozurdex) injection. (Level 2, B)

Triamcinolone is not recommended for routine use as it

is not licensed for intravitreal injection in the UK and has a

shorter duration of action as well as a different safety profile

from intravitreal dexamethasone or fluocinolone implant.

(Level 1, A) (Fig. 4).

Section 14: Treatment of PDR

The standard treatment for PDR has been PRP which was

established over 40 years ago, thanks to the findings from

the Diabetic Retinopathy Study (DRS) and the ETDRS.

These were randomised clinical trials that compared the

visual outcomes of patients treated with PRP with no

treatment [358–362]. The DRS recruited patients whose

eyes had PDR; they observed a 60% reduction in severe

visual loss at two or more consecutive follow-up visits.

Over a two year period, untreated eyes had a vision loss rate

of 16.3%, whereas treated eyes only had a vision loss rate of

6.4% [358–361]. Patients with ‘non-PDR or PDR without

high-risk characteristics’ were included in the ETDRS in

order to determine at what stage PRP using an argon laser

should be administered [361]. The results showed that

overall, the 5-year risk of severe visual loss or vitrectomy

was 2–6% in early PRP assigned eyes, compared with

4–10% in PRP deferral assigned eyes [362, 363]. Similarly,
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eyes with severe NPDR (ETDRS Level 53) benefited from

PRP. This is particularly important in patients with severe

NPDR where regular follow-ups may be problematic or

inappropriate. PRP remains an effective treatment with

effects lasting for several if properly applied [364, 365].

New laser technologies, and variations in treatment

modalities from the original PRP techniques from the

ETDRS have been reported, including diode, micropulse

and pattern lasers [366]. A recent Cochrane review assessed

the effects of these different (non-Argon) types of laser, and

protocols (other than those established by the ETDRS), in

PDR treatment [366]. The efficacy and adverse events of the

different new laser systems/strategies compared with the

standard treatment seem limited, although there is more data

with the pattern laser systems [367–369]. The consensus is

that the newer lasers are more comfortable to the patient,

take less time to deliver the treatment, and have fewer

adverse events—especially visual field changes [367–369].

In summary, the overall benefits and harms of different laser

systems or strategies are similar compared with the standard

treatment if applied judiciously.

Recently, the efficacy of anti-VEGF therapies including

ranibizumab and aflibercept for the treatment of PDR have

been evaluated in the DRCR.net Protocol S, and CLARITY

studies [370, 371]. These confirmed that anti-VEGF

therapies are efficacious in treating PDR. Protocol S con-

firmed that ranibizumab is an effective treatment alternative

to PRP, and that there were no substantial safety concerns

for at least 2 years. The 5-year Protocol S report showed

that severe vision loss or serious PDR complications were

uncommon, and similar between the ranibizumab and PRP

groups [372]. However, ranibizumab-treated eyes had less

frequent and less severe DMO [372]. This may be preferred

initial treatment approach for some patients, for example,

those who have both PDR and DMO [372]. Similarly, the

CLARITY study was a non-inferiority trial that showed that

PDR eyes treated with intravitreally administered afli-

bercept had improved VA (3.9 letters) at 1 year compared

with PRP-treated eyes, and that aflibercept was not only

non-inferior but superior to PRP [371]. Sameen et al.

compared the effectiveness of PRP alone delivered with the

PASCAL laser, with PASCAL PRP combined with IVT

bevacizumab in a study of 76 eyes with PDR, on VA and

CMT, finding that the combination therapy gave superior

visual and anatomical outcomes compared with PRP alone

in patients with combined PRP and DMO [373]. Where

PDR exists in association with DMO, combination of IVT

anti-VEGF with PRP is advisable [370–373].

However, further reports show that eyes with PDR

treated exclusively with anti-VEGF therapy may experience

Fig. 4 Consensus Recommended Pathway for Management of Centre-involving DMO. CFT central foveal thickness; DMO diabetic macular

oedema; VEGF vascular endothelial growth factor.
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marked disease progression with potentially devastating

visual consequences if there are treatment interruptions –

whether intentional or unintentional [17, 18, 374, 375].

Significant lapses in follow-up may be due to illness,

financial hardship, failed appointments (capacity) or non-

compliance, depending on the health system [374]. As such

PRP remains the choice for treatment in PDR eyes.

In eyes with iris neovascularisation or neovascular

glaucoma as part of proliferative diabetic eye disease, PRP

provides longer-term control. Accordingly, where the cor-

nea is clear, immediate PRP is recommended [376]. Where

the cornea is opaque, or there is a significant elevation of the

IOP, off-label treatment with intravitreal bevacizumab

(Avastin) has been shown to lead to regression of iris

neovascularisation within 3–5 days, and allows the appli-

cation of PRP [377–382]. If IOP remains elevated, the

expertise of a glaucoma specialist is required, who will

likely consider drainage surgery with shunts or other glau-

coma drainage devices, preferably at 1–2 weeks following

the IVT bevacizumab [383, 384]. Repeat anti-VEGF

injections may be required at completion of the glaucoma

drainage surgery.

Recommendations

PRP remains the standard treatment for PDR. (Level 1)

Although the newer lasers are more comfortable, larger

numbers of burns are required to control PDR as effectively

as the originally described technology. Newer laser tech-

nologies require adequate treatment should be applied when

new laser technologies (including, diode, micropulse, pat-

tern lasers) are adopted. (Level 1)

Anti-VEGF therapies have been shown to be efficacious

in treating PDR. (Level 1)

Eyes with severe NPDR may be treated with PRP.

Similarly, the combination of PRP and intravitreal injec-

tions of anti-VEGF drugs has been shown to be effective in

PDR. (Level 2) However, these anti-VEGF therapies are

only useful if uninterrupted. (Level 2)

Section 15: Vitrectomy in the management
of DR

The management of PDR and diabetic macular oedema has

been transformed over the past few decades, as our

enhanced understanding of the disease has progressed

greatly, thanks, in part, to advances in retinal imaging, and

the introduction intravitreally injected anti-VEGF agents

[12]. Nevertheless there are still certain situations in which

vitreoretinal surgeons have a role to play. This section

provides a broad overview of vitrectomy in the management

of diabetic eye disease.

The commonest indication for referring a patient with

diabetic eye disease to a vitreoretinal surgeon is persistent

or recurrent vitreous haemorrhage. The factors that deter-

mine the need and timing of surgery include the duration of

haemorrhage, the amount of previous panretinal photo-

coagulation, the status of the fellow eye, and the patient’s

ability to control their blood glucose levels [12, 385]. In

general, patients have undergone adequate PRP, then it may

be reasonable to observe with serial examinations using

ultrasonography, if needs be. However, if the patient has not

undergone adequate PRP, then early vitrectomy maybe

beneficial.

The purpose of vitrectomy is to allow more rapid visual

improvement than natural history, and to allow further PRP

to be undertaken to reduce the risk of further haemorrhage.

The improved visualisation will also allow a better eva-

luation of the macula. Further, if there is a pre-macular retro

hyaloid haemorrhage, clearing this may reduce the like-

lihood of retinal toxicity.

Most of the time, modern micro-incisional vitrectomy

surgery is performed while the patient is under local

anaesthesia. The benefits of early visual rehabilitation with

such a shorter procedure duration has meant that interven-

tions are made earlier in the disease course than was made

in the past, when larger gauge surgery was involved [386].

Vitrectomy is indicated to correct the macular anatomy

due to complications of diabetic eye disease, for example in

an eye with progressive tractional retinal detachment (TRD)

involving the macula. Diabetic TRD can vary considerably

in its progression, and it is important to exclude an

ischaemic macula prior to embarking on a potentially

challenging surgery, and a slowly progressing or a non-

progressive macula sparing TRD may not require surgery.

Patients may also have retinal breaks associated with the

retinal traction, which require tractional and rhegmatogen-

ous retinal detachment to be combined.

The surgery involves detachment of the posterior hyaloid

from the retinal surface then careful relief of traction by

means of desegmentation or actual removal of membranes

from the retinal surface by means of delamination. The

success of these procedures has improved significantly with

micro-incision vitrectomy surgery and high-quality viewing

systems.

Patients with DMO should always be evaluated for

vitreo-macular interface (VMI) disease as this may nega-

tively impact on their response to anti-VEGF drugs. If there

is a taut posterior hyaloid face or an epiretinal membrane,

then surgical intervention may allow a better response to

intravitreal therapy [387–389].

Some studied have found that the use of anti-VEGF

drugs pre- and intra-operatively results in less intra- and

postoperative intraocular bleeding. However, they need to

be used with caution because they are also associated with a
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potential risk of progression of fibrosed membranes and

TRD. Similarly, the use of intraoperative steroids at the end

of a diabetic vitrectomy procedure may allow a more

favourable postoperative recovery. However, their use

needs to be studied in more detail.

Section 16: Management of cataract in
diabetes mellitus and diabetic retinopathy

Together, cataract and DR represent two of the top five

leading causes of global blindness [390], and the global

prevalence of both diseases continues to rise [391, 392].

Further, multiple population-based studies have identified a

higher incidence and faster progression of cataract in

patients with DM [393–398]. Increased glycated hae-

moglobin (HbA1c) levels have also been associated with a

higher risk of cataract formation [393].

Cataract surgery in diabetic patients

In the UK, an analysis of 180,114 eyes from the Royal

College of Ophthalmologists’ National Ophthalmology

Database identified DR as the third most common (4.7%)

ocular co-pathology for patients undergoing cataract sur-

gery [399]. Outcomes after cataract surgery in diabetic

patients are generally good [400, 401], but these patients’

visual outcomes can be less favourable than their non-

diabetic counterparts, as has been shown by the UK Cat-

aract National Dataset [402]. This observation is reinforced

by the European Registry of Quality Outcomes for Cataract

and Refractive Surgery analysis of 368,265 eyes, which

reported that 28% of eyes with DR had worse VA after

cataract surgery compared to 11.9% of those without ocular

co-pathology [403].

There is a relative impairment of the blood-aqueous

barrier in diabetic patients, with or without evidence of DR,

which confers an increased risk of postoperative inflam-

mation and MO after cataract surgery [404, 405]. Conse-

quently, cataract surgery may accelerate the progression of

pre-existing DR, induce rubeosis, or precipitate or initiate

DMO [406–409]. Among those with DR, there is a positive

correlation between DR severity and the degree of blood-

aqueous barrier disruption [410] and poorer outcomes have

been associated with operated eyes with active proliferative

diabetic retinopathy (PDR) and/or pre-existing DMO

[409, 411–413]. It is important to note that most of these

prognostic studies looked at older techniques of cataract

surgery (e.g. intra- or extracapsular cataract extraction).

Phacoemulsification of the crystalline lens is now the

procedure of choice for routine cataract surgery [414, 415]

and this approach is associated with less postoperative

inflammation and more rapid visual rehabilitation when

compared to intra- or extracapsular cataract surgery in

diabetic eyes [416, 417]. Nonetheless, progression of pre-

existing DR continues to be a significant issue after pha-

coemulsification surgery, with a reported progression rate of

21–32% for a follow-up period of 6–12 months

[400, 401, 418–421].

Although DMO may be initiated and exacerbated by

cataract surgery, assessing this can be difficult due to the

fact that different clinical forms of MO can manifest after

cataract surgery in diabetes, such as postoperative,

inflammation-mediated cystoid MO (Irvine-Gass syndrome)

which can occur alone or in combination with vasogenic

DMO. Initiation and progression of pre-existing DMO have

been reported in 29% of eyes with nonproliferative DR

(NPDR) at a 6-month follow-up [145]. Krepler et al.

reported that a similar proportion (31%) of eyes with NPDR

developed CSMO after cataract surgery after 1-year of

follow-up [422] Using OCT, Kim et al. reported a fairly

similar incidence (22%) of postoperative MO (defined as an

increase in centre point thickness on OCT >30% from

preoperative baseline) after cataract surgery in diabetic

patients [138]. A more recent evaluation of real-world data

by the UK Diabetic Retinopathy Electronic Medical Record

Users Group found that the rate of developing treatment-

requiring DMO (defined as CMT of >400 μm on OCT) was

5.3% in the year after surgery [423].

Factors contributing to worsening visual
outcomes

Pre-operative

Given that diabetes can affect every part of the eye [424],

cataract surgery in diabetic patients poses a unique set of

challenges to the operating surgeon. The most common

ophthalmic complication of diabetes is DR. As highlighted

above, there is a good body of evidence demonstrating a

link between the presence of pre-existing DR and its

subsequent progression after cataract surgery [401, 421].

DR can also be initiated by cataract surgery in diabetic

patients who have no preoperative retinopathy [400, 425].

It is therefore prudent to counsel diabetic patients pre-

operatively regarding the risk of initiation or progression

of DR.

DMO is the most common cause of vision loss among

patients with diabetes [46]. There is a higher risk of

developing DMO after cataract surgery compared with the

normal population. This risk is further increased in the

presence of pre-existing DR and rises proportionately with
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increasing DR severity [138, 423, 426]. A retrospective

analysis of 81 984 eyes reported that diabetes, in the

absence of DR, conferred a relative risk of 1.8 for post-

operative CMO, and that this relative risk rose 6.23 in the

presence of DR [426]. A further retrospective analysis of 4

850 eyes reported a sharp increase in treatment-requiring

DMO after cataract surgery for all grades of DR, peaking in

the 3 to 6 months’ postoperative period [423]. Pre-existing

DMO also confers an increased risk of disease progression

following cataract surgery [427] and is associated with

worse visual outcomes 1 year after cataract surgery

[412, 428].

Intra-operative

Corneal changes in diabetes include corneal hypaesthesia,

increased epithelial fragility and impaired corneal wound

healing [429]. Care should be taken to avoid corneal abra-

sion during or after surgery, as this may be slow to heal and

result in recurrent corneal erosions.

Other anterior segment changes include poor pupil

dilation from miosis secondary to diabetic neuropathy and

accumulation of glycogen in the iris pigment epithelium

[430]. Inadequate preoperative mydriasis may result in iris

trauma and has been shown to double the risk of vitreous

loss during cataract surgery [431]. Pupil enlargement can be

facilitated via pharmacological (e.g. intracameral epi-

nephrine) or mechanical strategies (e.g. iris hooks, pupil

expansion devices or pupil-stretching techniques).

Increases in the duration and complexity of phacoe-

mulsification surgery have been identified as important risk

factors for DR progression and subsequent visual compro-

mise [421]. Diabetic patients may also be more vulnerable

to photic retinopathy, and intraoperative precautions such as

reducing operating time with a senior surgeon should be

considered to minimise this risk [432].

Posterior capsular opacification (PCO) is a common

cause of decreased vision following cataract surgery.

There is currently conflicting evidence regarding the link

between diabetes and a higher incidence of PCO [433–

436]. A large capsulorrhexis should be aimed for to pre-

vent anterior capsular phimosis, which may hamper

postoperative diagnosis and treatment of peripheral DR

pathology [437–439].

Post-operative

Many of the postoperative risk factors overlap with those

described above. A recent prospective Finnish population

study by Ylinen et al. [440] further identified that younger

patients and those with worse glycaemic control were at

additional risk for postoperative CMO after routine cataract

surgery.

Management of DMO in cataract surgery

Pre-operative

Focal laser photocoagulation represents an important treat-

ment for nCI-DMO but its prophylactic role in prevention

of DMO after cataract surgery remains questionable [441].

The EDTRS examined 270 eyes of 205 diabetic patients, of

which about two-thirds received focal photocoagulation for

DMO before cataract surgery. No significant difference was

detected in the proportion of eyes with CSMO pre (29%)

and post (31%) cataract surgery. In another prospective

study looking at 154 eyes of diabetic patients undergoing

small incision cataract surgery, 53% of these had worsening

of CSMO despite preoperative macular laser therapy [442].

Recent real-world data have shown that good visual

outcomes can be achieved with cataract surgery in diabetic

eyes receiving intravitreal therapy (anti-VEGF and corti-

costeroid) for DMO [443]. However, an increased fre-

quency of intravitreal therapy was reported in the 6 months

before and after cataract surgery. In contrast to the well-

recognised association of cataract progression following

intravitreal corticosteroid administration particularly in the

second year of treatment [320, 444–446], intravitreal anti-

VEGF agents have been reported not to influence cataract

progression in the short-term. Post-hoc analysis of cataract

surgery outcomes from the Ranibizumab for Diabetic

Macular Edema (RIDE and RISE) phase III trial data by

Moshfeghi et al. revealed no difference in the frequency

(11.9% vs. 14.0%) and timing of cataract surgery (average

of 12 months from baseline) between ranibizumab- and

sham-treated patients [447]. Similar findings have been

reported by the phase III DMO trials of intravitreal afli-

bercept (VIVID and VISTA) which, over a 3-year period,

found no increased incidence of cataract surgery among

aflibercept-dosed patients compared to controls [347].

However, long-term outcomes of patients originally enroled

in the BEVORDEX trial reported that over a 5-year period,

cataract surgery will likely be required even in anti-VEGF

treated eyes [448].

Intra-operative

Currently the standard of care, there has been a growing

interest in the administration of intraoperative steroids and

anti-VEGF agents as prophylactic treatment for DMO at the

time of cataract surgery. The rationale for this is based on

the observation of a positive correlation between aqueous

inflammatory and angiogenic cytokine levels with post-

operative macular thickness [449–451].

Triamcinolone acetonide is a potent corticosteroid that

reduces the breakdown of the BRB and downregulates

the production of prostaglandins and VEGF [452].
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Subsequently, off-label intravitreal and subtenon adminis-

tration of triamcinolone have been shown to reduce post-

operative CMT and prevent the occurrence of CMO after

cataract surgery in diabetic patients with pre-existing DR or

DMO [453–458]. Its use may, however, be limited by the

side effect of elevated IOP, with a reported incidence of

between 12.5% and 23.5% following intravitreal adminis-

tration [453, 456, 457].

A recent multi-centred randomised clinical trial (PRE-

MED: PREvention of Macular Edema after Cataract Sur-

gery), sponsored by the European Society of Cataract and

Refractive Surgeons (ESCRS), compared the efficacy of

different perioperative treatment strategies in reducing the

risk of CMO after cataract surgery in diabetic patients [459].

This study, which involved 213 patients from 12 clinical

sites across Europe, reported that diabetic patients receiving

topical NSAIDs (bromfenac 0.09%) and a corticosteroid

(dexamethasone 0.1%) combined with intraoperative sub-

conjunctival injection of triamcinolone acetonide, had the

lowest risk of postoperative macular thickening.

Compared to previous studies investigating the use of

intravitreal triamcinolone acetonide, the ESCRS PRE-

MED trial demonstrated that subconjunctival adminis-

tration had a lower incidence of raised IOP (12.5–23.5%

vs. 7.1% respectively) [459]. Additional benefits of sub-

conjunctival route include its less invasive nature and

better accessibility to surgical removal in case of a steroid

response to normalise the IOP [460, 461]. Despite its

convincing role in reducing postoperative cystoid MO,

the ESCRS PREMED trial does not recommended the

routine administration of subconjunctival triamcinolone

acetonide in all diabetic patients given an increased

incidence of elevated IOP (7.1%) in the context of a low

overall incidence of postoperative CMO (4.5%) [459].

The decision to use this should be made on an individual

basis after careful personalised risk and benefit

assessment.

In addition to triamcinolone acetonide, there is also some

evidence for the role of other intraocular steroid implants in

diabetic patients undergoing cataract surgery. The efficacy

of the intravitreal dexamethasone implant (Ozurdex, Aller-

gan) in DMO has been demonstrated previously by the

MEAD study [320]. Three studies have since investigated

the intraoperative administration of Ozurdex in the context

of phacoemulsification for patients with DMO. All of them

found a significantly higher gain in BCVA and reduction in

mean CMT in patients treated with Ozurdex at the time of

cataract surgery [462–464]. The use of fluocinolone acet-

onide, another intravitreal steroid implant (Iluvien, Alimera

Sciences), has also been reported to be ‘effective and well-

tolerated in DMO patients undergoing cataract surgery’ by

the Long-term Benefit of Sustained-Delivery Fluocinolone

Acetonide Vitreous Inserts for Diabetic Macular Edema

(FAME) phase III trial [465], although the longer duration

of its action is also associated with a longer period of risk of

raised IOP.

Intravitreal anti-VEGF agents also show promise in the

perioperative management of DMO. Several authors have

reported reduced rates of MO after cataract surgery over a

follow-up period of 3 to 6 months with the use of intrao-

perative intravitreal anti-VEGF (bevacizumab or ranibizu-

mab) in different diabetic populations with pre-existing

NPDR and/or DMO [466–472]. Two other prospective,

randomised studies have also concluded that off-label

intravitreal bevacizumab significantly prevents further

deterioration of pre-existing DMO, although there were no

significant differences in mean CMT and BCVA between

intervention and control groups [473, 474]. In contrast, the

recent ESCRS PREMED trial reported no significant effect

of intravitreal bevacizumab on postoperative CMT in dia-

betic patients mainly without pre-existing DR or DMO

[459]. This disparity in effectiveness may reflect a differ-

ence in anti-VEGF drive between diabetic patients with and

without ocular manifestation(s), with lower levels of anti-

VEGF expected in the latter.

There are limited head-to-head trials comparing the dif-

ferent treatment modalities for DMO in the context of cat-

aract surgery. The Diabetic Macular Edema at the time of

Cataract Surgery Trial (DIMECAT) is a prospective, ran-

domised clinical trial that has compared the effect of dif-

ferent adjunctive intravitreal treatment (bevacizumab versus

triamcinolone acetonide) on DMO in the setting of cataract

surgery [457, 475]. Both therapies resulted in improved

BCVA at 6 months after cataract surgery, but only triam-

cinolone acetonide was associated with a sustained reduc-

tion of CMT. The incidence of elevated IOP in

triamcinolone-treated patients increased, but this was asso-

ciated with a reduced need for additional retreatment com-

pared to bevacizumab-treated patients.

Post-operative

Pro-inflammatory prostaglandin (PG) expression has been

reported to contribute to the development of postoperative

MO after cataract surgery. Accumulation of PGs after cat-

aract surgery leads to capillary leakage in the retinal tissue

and subsequent macular oedema [476]. Nonsteroidal anti-

inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), which serve as PG antago-

nists, have been shown to reduce the incidence of CMO

after cataract surgery [477] and preventative measures using

them have been an area of considerable clinical success

[478–482]. A meta-analysis involving seven randomised

controlled studies concluded that a combination of topical

NSAIDs and corticosteroids reduced the risk of post-

operative CMO in diabetic patients, compared to those with

topical corticosteroids alone [483]. This is further
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corroborated by two recent randomised, double-masked

phase III trials involving 1220 patients with NPDR which

reported a lower incidence of postoperative MO in eyes

treated with topical NSAID compared to those without

(4.1% vs. 15.9%) [484].

There is currently insufficient and inconsistent evidence

connecting the use of PG analogues (a common first-line

therapy for glaucoma) with an increased risk of CMO after

cataract surgery [485–487]. There are also currently no

published studies that have evaluated the association

between PG analogues and pseudophakic CMO in a purely

diabetic population. It is reasonable to continue with PG

analogues with postoperative NSAID and steroid cover in

diabetic patients.

Postoperative administration of intravitreal dex-

amethasone implant has been shown by the EPISODIC-2

study to confer benefit in patients with MO after cataract

surgery [488]. This retrospective study, which included 100

eyes with pseudophakic CMO (Irvine-Gass syndrome),

reported that significant gains in BCVA from baseline were

maintained at 12 months after intravitreal dexamethasone

implant with IOP rises being in general controlled with

topical IOP-lowering therapy.

There remains a paucity of studies investigating the

effect of combination treatment for DMO after cataract

surgery. The ESCRS PREMED trial found no significant

synergistic benefit of subconjunctival triamcinolone and

intravitreal bevacizumab in the prevention of CMO after

cataract surgery in diabetics [459].

Management of DR in cataract surgery

PRP is an effective treatment for PDR and the ETDRS has

previously recommended that PRP should be performed

before cataract surgery in patients with PDR [412]. Patients

enroled in the ETDRS, however, underwent older techni-

ques of cataract surgery (e.g. intra- and extracapsular cat-

aract extraction) that were surgically more invasive and less

relevant to the current standard of care. If there is no clear

fundus view, then perioperative indirect panretinal laser

photocoagulation is an option. Furthermore, PRP can be

performed in the postoperative period once wounds have

healed sufficiently.

The role of steroid therapy in the prevention of DR

progression has largely been extrapolated from therapeutic

trials in DMO. Previous DRCR.net trials have reported that

intravitreal triamcinolone therapy resulted in slower pro-

gression from NPDR to PDR compared with macular laser

treatment [489, 490]. Improvements in DR grading have

also been observed with fluocinolone acetonide in the

FAME trial [293]. The OZDRY trial has also reported

improved DR grading with dexamethasone implants on DR

progression in eyes treated for DMO.

Anti-VEGF agents may have a role in blunting DR

progression following phacoemulsification. Cheema et al.

found that patients treated with intravitreal bevacizumab

during cataract surgery had significantly reduced DR pro-

gression at 6 months postoperatively compared to those

without. In addition, a recent post-hoc analysis of the

BEVORDEX trial showed a relatively low rate of new PDR

events over 2 years in eyes that were treated with either

intravitreal dexamethasone implant or bevacizumab [491].

Interestingly, there was a higher frequency of PDR events

associated with the former, not reaching statistical sig-

nificance, although the authors noted the original trial was

not powered to study this specific relationship.

Compared to DMO, there remains a lack of evidence-

based management of DR in the context of cataract surgery.

Noted that the grading of DR and clinical endpoint of PDR

in most of the above-mentioned studies was based on colour

fundus photography (CFP). This is a surrogate endpoint for

development of sight-threatening PDR; recent studies have

shown a poor correlation between DR lesions on CFP and

nonperfusion areas on fluorescein angiography (FA)

[492, 493]. Future studies may benefit from employing

multimodal imaging in DR grading of as well as adopting a

more clinically relevant endpoint such as the development

of new PDR events (e.g. vitreous haemorrhage). The

introduction of newer imaging technologies such as swept-

source widefield OCT angiography may allow detection of

retinal neovascularisation and nonperfusion areas in DR in a

less invasive manner than FA [493–496].

Discussion

There remain many unanswered questions concerning the

optimal management of DMO and DR in the setting of

cataract surgery. As is often the case when there is a ple-

thora of treatment options, there is still no universally

accepted single best treatment approach in such patients.

Although the debate on the merits of each therapy con-

tinues, in the absence of high-level evidence, the presence

of stable or treated DR and well-managed DMO need not be

an indication for delaying cataract surgery when it is

clinically indicated. Careful personalised risk assessment

coupled with appropriately employed treatment and close

monitoring after cataract surgery will afford diabetic

patients the best possible visual and anatomic outcomes.

These patients would not benefit from being placed in high

volume cataract surgical pooled lists unless such con-

siderations have been addressed in the clinic before surgical

booking. Whereas cataract surgery can be considered a one-

off intervention for many patients, in diabetics it needs to be

considered in the context of a holistic management plan that

also addresses their retinal and macular status.
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RCTs remain the gold standard in evaluating the efficacy

of different treatment modalities but may have limited

clinical utility as they involve highly selected patient

groups, take a long time to complete and are expensive.

Structured registries that would allow individual centres to

benchmark their performance against others and inform the

evidence base in this area. Real-world studies that utilise

large datasets from diverse patient populations hold promise

in addressing this evidence gap and can complement data

from RCTs.

Recommendations

Pre-operative

Where possible, manage DR and DMO before cataract

surgery (Level 2)

Counselling that visual outcomes may not be as good as

patients without DR (Level 2)

Peri-operative

Aim for a large capsulorrhexis (Level 2)

More likely to have to manage a small pupil (Level 2)

Senior surgeon to reduce surgery time (Level 2)

Not suitable for high volume cataract surgery lists

(Level 2)

Consider topical NSAID in the peri-operative period for

pre-existing DMO (Level 3)

Consider intravitreal anti-VEGF or steroid in the peri-

operative period for pre-existing DMO (Level 2)

Consider anti-VEGF and/or PRP in the peri-operative

period for eyes with or at high risk of PDR (Level 2)

Post-operative

Use of topical NSAID (Level 1)

Topical steroid drops may be required for longer than

patients without DR (Level 2).

Section 17: Home monitoring as a useful
extension of modern tele-ophthalmology

One of the pillars of modern medical care is patients self-

measuring clinically relevant parameters in between con-

sultations [497–499]. ‘Home measurement’ has repeatedly

shown to improve the timely detection of disease worsening

and enable prompt, targeted treatment [500–503] and can

also lead to patients taking greater responsibility for the

treatment of their disease and, presumably because of this

commitment, showing a significantly higher adherence to

treatment regimens [502]. Home assessment programmes

may also reduce the number of emergency consultations

and organisational inefficiencies in outpatient and inpatient

care, although the evidence remains inconclusive [500].

Home measurements have been around for a long time

and range from measuring body temperature during infec-

tion monitoring, to regular bodyweight measurements in

heart failure or chronic kidney disease. More recently, stu-

dies of BP measurement for hypertension [497], peak-flow

measurement for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

(COPD) [502], asthma [501] and glucose measurement for

diabetes [503] have all shown the benefits of a home

monitoring approach. Using simple therapy schemes,

patients can make treatment adjustments on their own based

on the measurements they take.

In the field of ophthalmology, the Amsler grid (from

1947) is one of the most widely used home monitoring

instruments [504]. It identifies metamorphopsia, perceived

distortions of visual stimuli that principally arise from a

mechanically distorted retina. Such distortions are typical in

advanced stages of AMD due to the presence of drusen,

retinal pigment epithelial detachment, IRF, and SRF, or

disorganisation of the inner and middle retinal micro-

structure in ERM; similarly, IRF, SRF, and disorganisation

of the inner retina lead to metamorphopsia and reduced

vision in DMO [505–507]. In these diseases, management is

often guided by data obtained from sporadic outpatient

visits. The dynamic fluctuations in chronic eye diseases

contain valuable data that we cannot capture. Home mon-

itoring with appropriate data (including combination of

metamorphopsia, home OCT, and VA [see below]) by the

patient themselves, generating additional measurements

offers not only a novel quality of clinical data, but may also

reduce patients’ need for physician visits, as well as

enabling the collection of high-quality, structured data in an

intramural environment for personalised and targeted

management.

Recently, several digital home AMD measurement tests

have come onto the market [508]. In recent years, pre-

ferential hyperacuity perimetry (PHP, Notal Vision Inc.)

has established itself in patient self-testing for AMD

[509]. A clinical study showed a lower reduction in VA

compared to standard care using the PHP test [510]. The

test runs on a standalone device connected to the com-

pany’s data centre via a wireless internet connection.

myVisiontrack® and Alleye are the only two FDA-

approved medical software applications that run on

mobile devices. myVisiontrack® uses a shape discrimina-

tion task where respondents need to identify changes in

the shape of circles; the app was able to accurately detect

advanced stages of AMD [511]. The Alleye test has sev-

eral similarities with myVisiontrack, but examines a much

larger macular area [512, 513].
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The implementation of home measurement programmes

alone can have a positive effect on medical care. Ideally,

home measurement systems are linked to the digitised

processes of further care. As digitalisation progresses,

completely new integrated care systems can emerge which

are characterised by significantly higher efficiency than

current best-practice [498]. Many experts believe that these

new approaches can meet the challenges posed by demo-

graphic changes and the associated increase in the number

of patients. It is estimated that the proportion of people over

60 will double by 2050 and that one in five will be 60 or

older. This is crucial, as demand for ophthalmic services

already exceeds supply [514].

Although the number of ophthalmologists being trained

and entering clinical practice is increasing, the UK has one

of the lowest ratios of ophthalmologists per capita in the

developed world, and their number is growing only half as

fast as the population over 60 years of age grows [515]. The

challenge is to maintain timely and high quality care as

resources become scarcer. The impact of this imbalance

between supply and demand is illustrated by the recently

published figures of 20 patients per month facing severe

vision loss and waiting for access to ophthalmic services

[516].

Over the past two decades, therefore, an important

foundation has been laid for the efficient implementation of

integrated digital ophthalmic care [517, 518]. Currently, the

‘store-and-forward’ model of teleophthalmology is now

being used, where images are taken at a different time and

place than are then assessed by a trained grader, and this is

best illustrated by the UK National DESP [275]. DESP has

improved access for patients, with 76% of patients eligible

for screening receiving an annual retinal image. At the same

time, at-risk populations of DR will be screened, in order to

be identified for early treatment in hospital-based services.

As a direct result of this programme, in 2009–2010, DR was

no longer the leading cause of blindness in England and

Wales—for the first time in five decades [74]. On the other

hand, the introduction of the screening programme led to a

large increase in referrals for further investigations, most of

which did not reveal any abnormal clinical findings—

something that placed an additional burden on the institu-

tions due to the increased number of patients.

The analysis of these mechanisms led to the concept of

the ‘virtual clinic’, which aims to provide additional capa-

city for unmet needs within the NHS [290]. Initial studies

have shown that patients do not need personal interaction

with a doctor every time they stay in hospital, and that a

secure, efficient service can be offered virtually. Virtual

clinics have been tested in several subspecialties, including

medical retina, glaucoma and emergency ophthalmology,

with a number of programmes developed over the last two

decades. While it is clear that individual programmes have

been successful, none has yet been scaled to a

national level.

Despite several barriers to more widespread adoption of

these practices being in place today, the future of tele-

ophthalmology seems bright. The expansion of telemedical

services is the logical response to current and future supply

bottlenecks in ophthalmology. Further development will

likely take place in stages and will include data-specific,

technological and political steps.

From the point of view of data integration, the inclusion

and provision of all care-relevant data is crucial. The

inclusion of data from patient home measurements is a

decisive and essential component, because the density of

relevant data increases significantly and allows additional

insights into disease progression, which are generally

missing in classical data surveys. The inclusion of this extra

data should enhance both efficiency and clinical outcomes.

The increased involvement of patients and their ability to

participate in the treatment of their own disease is therefore

enhanced by the improvement of the downstream tele-

medical care paths.

An integrated telemedical software solution is necessary for

a comprehensive introduction because several parallel soft-

ware programmes lead either to data silos or interface pro-

blems. The technology must enable the collection of

structured clinical information and the bi-directional flow of

this information between patient, community and hospital. If

these infrastructure requirements are met, automated classifi-

cation systems such as AI algorithms can be used efficiently.

From a political point of view, a binding commitment is

necessary. However, this seems to be the case since a

recently published 10-year long-term plan of the NHS sets

exactly these priorities. The plan aims at transforming ser-

vices and overcoming the imbalance between supply and

demand in health care. Digital technologies are described as

a critical part to achieve this goal and to make care in the

community as secure and possible as possible. An inte-

grated telemedicine with patient home measurements maps

these goals in an optimal way could form part of the future

of monitoring disease activity in DR and help guide

patients’ treatment.
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Appendix A

FDA Category B drugs

Animal reproduction studies have failed to demonstrate a

risk to the foetus and there are no adequate and well-

controlled studies in pregnant women.

FDA Category C drugs

Animal reproduction studies have shown an adverse

effect on the foetus and there are no adequate and well-

controlled studies in humans, but potential benefits may

warrant the use of the drug in pregnant women despite

potential risks.

FDA Category D drugs

There is positive evidence of human foetal risk based on

adverse reaction data from investigational or marketing

experience or studies in humans, but potential benefits may

warrant use of the drug in pregnant women despite

potential risks.

Appendix B

Retinal assessment during pregnancy NICE 2015 [246]

1.3.24

Offer pregnant women with pre‑existing diabetes retinal

assessment by digital imaging under tropicamide mydriasis

following their first antenatal clinic appointment (unless

they have had a retinal assessment in the last 3 months), and
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again at 28 weeks. If any diabetic retinopathy is present at

booking, perform an additional retinal assessment at

16–20 weeks [2008, amended 2015].

1.3.25

Diabetic retinopathy should not be considered a contra-

indication to rapid optimisation of blood glucose control in

women who present with a high HbA1C in early pregnancy

[2008].

1.3.26

Ensure that women who have pre-proliferative diabetic

retinopathy or any form of referable retinopathy diagnosed

during pregnancy have ophthalmological follow‑up for at

least 6 months after the birth of the baby [2008,

amended 2015]

1.3.27

DR should not be considered a contraindication to

vaginal birth [2008].
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